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Anthropology at the Chinese University of Hong Kong in October 2003. 
The binary gender system of "men-masculinity vs. women-femininity" is 
culturally constructed instead of biologically determined. This study focuses on a 
group of women in Hong Kong who cross the gender boundary by displaying 
masculinities on their bodies as well as in their same-sex relationships. They are the 
IBs. 
Lesbians in Hong Kong adopt the term "TB", which is an abbreviation for 
"tomboy", to signify masculine lesbians. TBs in Hong Kong are indeed facing a 
paradoxical situation: they are both socially tolerated and socially undesirable. On 
the one hand, TBs can have a masculine appearance. This may involve having short 
haircut and wearing men's clothes in everyday life; on the other hand, they are 
perceived as deviant because conventional gender norms do not expect females to be 
masculine. Many TBs reported that they had encountered unpleasant experiences 
such as being shouted at in women's bathrooms and being teased by classmates or 
colleagues. If TBs，masculinities are socially undesirable, why do TBs persist in 
displaying masculinities and play a masculine role in their same-sex relationship? 
In this study, I argue that TBs，masculine bodies and their masculine role in 
their same-sex relationships are not simply their personal choices but products of 
negotiation between TBs and the Hong Kong society and the lesbian community. The 
society expects TBs to conform to the conventional gender norms; however, TBs 
negotiate with the society by insisting on a masculine appearance in order to 
normalize and naturalize their masculinities. The lesbian community expects TBs to 
play a masculine role in sex; however, TBs negotiate with the lesbian community by 
practicing fluid power relationship in sex with their lovers. The two empirical 
questions: 1) why TBs in Hong Kong persist in displaying a masculine image despite 
of those bad experiences, and 2) what is the underlying power dynamics of the sexual 
relationship between a TB and her TBG lover, are the starting points of study of how 
the negotiations take place. 
This study aims to investigate the negotiation process between TBs, Hong Kong 
society, and the lesbian community, and shed light on the cultural construction of 
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Chapter One — Introduction 
Lesbians in Hong Kong adopt the term “TB，，，which is an abbreviation for 
"tomboy", to signify masculine lesbians. IBs in Hong Kong are indeed facing a 
paradoxical situation: they are both socially tolerated and socially undesirable. On 
the one hand, IBs can have a masculine appearance such as having short haircut and 
wearing men's clothes in everyday life; on the other hand, they are perceived as 
deviant because conventional gender norms do not expect females to be masculine. 
Many TBs reported that they had encountered unpleasant experiences such as being 
shouted at in women's toilet and being teased by classmates or colleagues. I argue 
that TBs，masculinities are not simply their personal choices but products of 
negotiation between TBs and the Hong Kong society as well as negotiation between 
TBs and the lesbian community. The aim of this study is to investigate the 
negotiation between TBs and the Hong Kong society and also the negotiation 
between TBs and the lesbian community. I investigate the negotiation processes 
through examining two empirical questions: 1) why TBs in Hong Kong persist in 
displaying a masculine image despite of those bad experiences, and 2) what is the 
underlying power dynamics of the sexual relationship between TBs and their TBG 
lovers. 
This introductory chapter firstly explains the term "TB" and studies how the 
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Hong Kong society perceives TBs，masculinities generally. Secondly, it explains the 
negotiation processes between TBs and the Hong Kong society and negotiation 
between TBs and the lesbian community in terms of the two empirical questions. 
What is a "TB"? 
In Hong Kong, homosexuality is not a criminal offence and is accepted by 
social members to a certain extent. Lesbians, compared with gay men, are better 
accepted because many Hong Kong people did not consider lesbian sex as "sex" at 
all. TB/TBG role-play is common among lesbian couples in Hong Kong. 
Conventionally, "TB" is the one who plays a masculine role, and "TBG", which is an 
abbreviation for "tomboy's girl", plays a feminine role. A "tomboy's girl" means a 
tomboy's girlfriend. The identity formation of "tomboy's girl" depends on "tomboy". 
If "tomboy" does not exist, the concept of "tomboy's girl" cannot be formed. It 
implies the subordinate position of "tomboy's girls" under the TB/TBG role-play. 
The definition of "TB" and "TBG" is a general impression only; in fact, this study 
aims at examining the content and the meaning of masculinity possessed by TBs and 
at investigating the underlying power relationship between TBs and TBGs. 
“TB” is an identity adopted by many masculine lesbians in Hong Kong. Turner 
(1991) employs a cultural perspective and interprets the body as a public symbolism 
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with which individuals transmit meanings such as lifestyle and wealth to others 
through displaying such symbols as dress, posture and cosmetics on their bodies. As 
TBs intend to express their TB identity, which is supposedly masculine, they have to 
display a masculine appearance in order to embody the TB identity. In Hong Kong, 
the commonest bodily displays to represent masculinity are having short haircut and 
wearing "men's" clothes. TBs usually employ those masculine bodily displays to 
highlight their masculinities and embody the TB identity. 
According to the Oxford Dictionary (Oxford University Press 1999)，“TB” 
means tuberculosis. In Hong Kong, many people over forties and with good English 
understand that “TB” can refer to tuberculosis; however, this kind of association is 
uncommon among the younger generation. From the sixties onwards, girls from 
girls，schools extracted “TB’’ from the term "tomboy" and used "TB" to represent 
girls who were masculine and fell for girls because "tomboy" means ‘‘a girl who 
behaves like a spirited boy; a wild romping girl，，(The Oxford English Dictionary 
1989). As having passion for girls is also a feature of a tomboy, the term "TB" has 
been associated with lesbianism from the sixties onwards. Nowadays, lesbians in 
Hong Kong adopt the term "TB" to represent masculine lesbians generally. 
The emergence of “TB” identity is a collective self-naming in girls' school. 
Female masculinity is tolerated at a higher level in girls' schools than in 
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co-educational schools. In a co-educational school, masculine duties (e.g. carrying 
heavy things) and masculine sports (e.g. playing basketball) are usually performed by 
male students; in a girls' school, both masculine duties and masculine sports are left 
to masculine girls who usually look stronger and taller. In girls' schools，members of 
a basketball team were often the popular students and had many fans crazy for them 
(Chou 2000:217-8; Kam 2002:19). Apart from female masculinity, intimacy between 
girls is also tolerated in girls' schools. "In girls' schools, the headmaster and teachers 
remind students of the danger of dating. Relations with boys are highly sensitive. 
Thus, intimacy between girls, so far as there is no explicit sexual behavior, can be 
seen as natural and normal" (Chou 2000:217). In a context where female masculinity 
and intimacy between girls are highly tolerated, girls with masculine appearances 
having crushes on girls become more and more popular in girls' schools. When the 
number of masculine girls grows bigger and bigger in girls' schools, the masculine 
girls become distinctive and they begin to name themselves as "TB". 
“TB，’ is a socially constructed identity and individual lesbians are free to choose 
to carry this identity or not. Some of my informants refused to identify themselves as 
a TB though they kept a masculine appearance. I will examine their reasons for 
rejecting the TB identity in Chapter Two. However, a “TB" identity is different from 
a same-sex orientation, which, to a certain extent, is not a free choice. Some of my 
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informants reported that they never had any passion for men and their same-sex 
orientation was naturally in-bom. For those informants, they did not "choose" to be a 
lesbian but was "bom" to be a lesbian. In fact, the formation of same-sex orientation 
still does not have a clear answer up till now. Li (1998) discusses thoroughly the 
formation of homosexuality from three main perspectives: 1) a biological perspective 
which states that homosexuality was an innate desire and determined by the genes, 
hormones as well as chromosomes, 2) a psychological perspective which states that 
psychological factors such as a previous failed heterosexual relationship may 
influence the individual to choose a same-sex person as a sexual partner, and 3) a 
cultural perspective which states that cultural factors such as a single-sex 
environment may encourage more people to engage in same-sex relationship 
(1998:27-84). Most of my informants are adults and they grew up under the 
influence of both nature and nurture; it seems impossible to argue whether the 
formation of their same-sex orientation is innate or not at this stage. Being a cultural 
anthropologist, I would like to take a cultural perspective to analyze the meaning of 
carrying a TB identity and displaying masculine appearance rather than to examine 
the formation of TBs’ sexual orientation. 
The TB identity is similar to the "butch" identity in the USA and the “T” 
identity in Taiwan, which are also used to signify masculine lesbians who play a 
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masculine role in a lesbian relationship. In this study I argue that girls' schools are 
important contexts that enabled the formation of the "TB" identity in the sixties in 
Hong Kong. Case (1993) states that the "butch/ femme" role-play among lesbian 
couples was prevalent in working class lesbian pubs from the forties onwards in the 
United States. Chao (2001) claims that the "T/ Po" role-play among lesbian couples 
was invented in the sixties in Taiwan. “T，，is a similar concept with "TB" because 
both terms are also extracted from the word "tomboy". "Po，，(婆）is similar to the 
"TBG” identity as it also refers to the feminine lesbians. Though the background of 
the emergence of these three identities is different, the literature about butches in the 
United States and Ts in Taiwan are important references for studying TBs in Hong 
Kong. 
The cultural context of Hong Kong 
Undoubtedly, a girl is capable of conducting masculine behaviors if she wants 
to. In fact, masculinity is not in-bom in men's bodies as part of their genetic make-up; 
rather masculinity is culturally defined and composed of social codes of behavior 
that men learn to reproduce in culturally appropriate ways (Beynon 2002:2). Though 
women are capable of conducting masculine behaviors, they are discouraged to do so. 
Halberstam (1998) argues that this kind of discouragement is the manifestation of the 
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hegemonic male masculinity. She writes: 
…[Fjemale masculinities are framed as the rejected scraps of dominant 
masculinity in order that male masculinity may appear to be the real thing. 
(1998:1-2). 
Though TBs, bodies are perceived as deviant under the hegemonic masculinity, 
Hong Kong society evaluates female with masculine attributes positively to a certain 
extent. The conventional wisdom of male superiority interprets masculinity as 
superior to femininity; as a result, females with masculine attributes are perceived 
positively as strong, active and easy-going. Girls are tolerated to dress like boys and 
play "boys'" games such as riding bikes, playing sports before adulthood. Many 
parents believe that their daughters' manifestation of early masculinity is a sign of a 
strong and healthy body, and is also a phase in which immature girls develop into 
mature women (Yamaguchi and Barber 1995:13). Some of my informants reported 
that they were tolerated to dress like boys and play boys' games when they were 
small. Ah-mani (age 45) said that she began to wear cowboy clothes and play toy 
guns since she was merely six years old. Ah-fong (age 30) also stated that she was 
like a boy and liked climbing trees and playing model cars and planes since the age 
of nine. 
‘Informants were given Chinese pseudonyms in Romanization. 
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However, after entering adulthood, girls must give up these masculine attributes 
because adult women are expected to be feminine, gentle and ready for getting 
married. A masculine body is an obstacle to finding a husband who supposedly looks 
for a feminine woman to be his wife. If a daughter still dresses like a boy when she is 
close to adulthood, her parents begin to intervene. Kit-man was 16 at the time of the 
interview and she still dressed like a boy. Her mother and grandmother always 
persuaded her to dress up in a more feminine way. She said: 
My family members always ask me not to cut my hair above the ears and not 
to buy men's T-shirts any more. They know that I'll buy men's T-shirts, so 
they don't give me money to buy clothes. I just use my own pocket money to 
buy them. My relationship with my parent does not become worse because of 
it. I'll compromise sometimes. For example, instead of the medium size, I 
will buy the small size that looks much tighter. 
Though female masculinity is accepted to a certain extent in Hong Kong 
because masculinity associates with positive attributes such as being strong and 
healthy, TBs' masculine bodies are undesirable, especially for adult TBs, under the 
conventional gender norms. 
Research question 
Human behaviours are neither entirely determined by social structures nor 
simply personal choices. In fact, they are products of negotiation between social 
structures and human agency (Giddens 1984). The behaviour of TBs performing 
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masculinities is also a product of the negotiation process between social structures 
(i.e. the Hong Kong society, and the lesbian community) and human agency (i.e. the 
TBs). The aim of this study is to investigate the negotiation process between TBs and 
the society and the negotiation between TBs and the lesbian community, which 
produce TBs’ masculinities. In this study, I raise two empirical questions to help 
understand how the negotiation takes place. The first question is: why do TBs persist 
in presenting masculinities despite of those bad experiences. The second question is: 
what is the underlying power dynamics in the sexual relationship between TBs and 
their lovers. Through examining these two empirical questions, the negotiation 
processes can be illustrated clearly. 
Literature Review 
Giddens 
Giddens，theory of structuration (1984) argues that both the social structure and 
the human agent constitute the social life. According to Giddens, social structure 
constitutes rules and resources, which are generalizable procedures applied in social 
life. Rules cannot be conceptualized apart from resources because rules enable 
individuals to reproduce a certain set of social practices and the reproduction of 
social practices is a resource possessed by the society (1984:18). Though the social 
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structure exerts social forces on individuals, the behaviours performed by individuals 
are not dictated by the social structure solely. Giddens calls the individual actor in the 
society "human agents", and emphasizes their "knowledgeability". Human agents 
have the capacity to understand the contexts in which they move and also know what 
they do while they do it, and they can deploy power to "act otherwise" and intervene 
the social structure (1984:14). Giddens' theory of structuration reveals that both the 
social structure and the human agency constitute the social life and the behaviours 
conducted by human agents are not solely individual choices but products of 
negotiation between the social structure and human agency. 
Hong Kong society expects men to be masculine and women to be feminine. 
Under this binary gender system, TBs, being human agents, “act otherwise" 
(Giddens 1984:14) and dress in a masculine way. Similarly, the lesbian community 
divides lesbians into either TB or TBG, and TBs are expected to be masculine and 
TBGs feminine. Under this social structure, TBs, being human agents, act otherwise 
and practice fluid sexual relationships with their TBG lovers. Giddens' theory of 
structuration is applied to analyze the negotiation between TBs and the larger society, 
and also the negotiation between TBs and the lesbian community. 
Regarding the two empirical questions, Butler's concept of gender 
performativity and Goffman's idea of impression management are applied to analyze 
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TB，s persistent display of masculinities. In addition, Halberstam's concept of femme 
dependent and Cvetkovich's idea of exchange of power are applied to analyze the 
power dynamics between TBs and their TBG lovers in bed. 
Butler 
Butler argues that gender identity is constituted through regulatory practices 
(1999:23), and gender reality is created through sustained social performances 
(1999:180). When a collective of biologically females who dress up like men and are 
attracted to females, begin to call each other "TB", the TB identity is constituted 
through these regulatory practices. The regulatory practices constitute the identity of 
TB，and enable the coherent linkage between sex (i.e. biologically female), gender 
(i.e. socially male), sexual practice (i.e. same-sex relationship), and desire (i.e. 
passion for women) to be formed (1999:23). TBs conform to this coherent linkage 
and repeat the regulatory performances, otherwise ‘the very notion of "the person" is 
called into question by the cultural emergence of those "incoherent" or 
"discontinuous" gendered beings who appear to be persons but who fail to conform 
to the gendered norms of cultural intelligibility by which persons are defined' (Butler 
1999:23). The identity of TB helps constitute the gender reality of TBs: they have the 
word to name themselves, they know that there are many other TBs in the society, 
and gradually they normalize and naturalize their sexual orientation and behaviors. 
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The negotiation between TBs and the society is: on the one hand, TBs are a 
minority group in Hong Kong; on the other hand, they pay extra effort to normalize 
and naturalize their sexual orientation and behaviors. According to Butler (1999)， 
individuals reinforce and naturalize the gender reality by repeating the regulatory 
performances. Similarly, TBs normalize and naturalize their identity, their sexual 
orientation and their behaviors by repeating the regulatory performances. TBs, 
persistent presentation of masculinities can be interpreted as a kind of strategy to 
achieve normalization and naturalization. 
Goffman 
Goffinan's discussion on impression management (1959) interprets the 
everyday interactions between individuals as performances carried out by individual 
performers. The personal front "refers to the items of expressive equipment, the 
items that we most intimately identify with the performer himself and that we 
naturally expect will follow the performer wherever he goes" (Goffinan 1959:24). A 
personal front may include clothing, sex, age, posture, speech, facial expressions, and 
bodily gestures (Goffinan 1959:24). TBs can control other people's impression of 
them by adjusting their personal front such as their clothing, bodily gestures, facial 
expressions and speech. 
TBs have to negotiate with different social members in different contexts, and 
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they have to manage different impressions to fit different contexts. In the context of 
the lesbian community, TBs employ expressive equipment such as short hair and 
men's clothes to manage a masculine personal front. In the workplace, TBs may be 
required to present a feminine image. They may then employ expressive equipment 
such as feminine clothes, red lipstick and a pair of earrings to manage a feminine 
personal front. 
Goffman (1997) assumes that each individuals would be involved in more than 
one system or pattern and, therefore, perform more than one role. “Each individual 
will, therefore, have several selves, providing us with the interesting problem of how 
these selves are related" (Goffman 1997:36). According to Goffman, the several 
selves owned by one individual may contradict with one another. These contradictory 
qualities will give rise to role conflict, and negatively affect an individual's 
presentation of himself or herself as a credible person to his or her audience. 
Goffman points out that individuals avoid role conflict by practicing role-segregation 
that is facilitated by audience-segregation (1997:36). TB is a supposedly masculine 
identity; however the feminine appearance required at work contradicts with it 
because our society believes that masculinity and femininity should be on two poles 
of the same axis. In order to solve the role conflict and to maintain the masculine 
identity, TBs have to practice role-segregation and audience-segregation by 
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preventing their lesbian friends from seeing their feminine appearance at work. TBs 
practice impression management to maintain a persistent masculine image. 
Halberstam 
Butches in the USA are expected to play a masculine role in sex. Halberstam 
analyzes butches' sexual pleasures as "femme dependent" (1998:128). She quotes 
Kennedy and Davis? that there is one particular difference between butches and 
men: 
Butches, even though they took the active or aggressive role sexually, aimed 
solely — unlike men - to please their partner sexually rather than simply to 
please themselves. This emphasis on the pleasure of the femme was 
embodied within the stone butch (1998:125). 
Butches get sexual pleasures through satisfying their femme partners sexually. 
They cannot get sexual pleasure simply through putting fingers inside the femme's 
bodies but through pleasing the femmes sexually. Although butches take the active 
role，their sexual pleasures are indeed femme dependent. As a result, butches never 
dominate the femmes but depend on them in a sexual relationship, and their 
relationship is complementary instead of dominant. 
Similar to butches in the United States, TBs in Hong Kong are alleged to take a 
masculine role in bed and reject to be caressed and penetrated. However, TBs do not 
dominate the sexual relationship because they are concerned about their lovers' 
2 Kennedy, Elizabeth Lapovsky, and Madelaine Davis. 1993. Boots of Leather and. Slippers of Gold: 
The History of a Lesbian Community. New York: Routledge. 
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feelings and will not do anything on their lovers' bodies that may upset them, as they 
get sexual pleasure through satisfying their lovers sexually. 
Cvetkovich 
Cvetkovich (1995) emphasizes the power exchange between hutches and 
femmes in sex. Cvetkovich argues that when a butch slips her finger inside a femme, 
the femme does not remain passively but "takes" the hand of the butch inside of her, 
and responds to the hand of the butch (1995: 140). Cvetkovich writes: 
The butch as top definitely has power over the femme though; she is not 
simply servicing the femme's desires in a way that ultimately makes the 
femme the top. As bottom, the femme experiences her own forms of power 
and pleasure. Ultimately the exchange of power seems more important than 
the actual physical acts (1995:140). 
According to Cvetkovich, then the physical act of penetration as well as the 
physical position of top/bottom cannot determine the power relationship between 
butches and femmes. In fact, both parties exchange power during sexual intercourse. 
TBs are expected to take a masculine role in bed. In fact, TBGs do not wait 
passively in bed but may express their sexual needs and "take" (Cvetkovich 
1995:140) TBs，hands inside their bodies. I argue that a sexual relationship is full of 
negotiation and the power dynamics within a sexual relationship is fluid. 
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Background of the study 
Persistent display of masculinities 
In Hong Kong, there are different types of masculine women, for example, 
female workers in construction sites, female boxers and body builders etc. They 
possess masculinities such as having short haircut, having muscular body and 
wearing men's clothes. Their outward appearance may be like a TB. However, the 
crucial difference between masculine women and TBs (i.e. masculine lesbians) is 
TBs，persistent display of masculinities. Basically, masculine women do not insist on 
dressing like a man. I knew a woman who had to dress in a masculine way at work 
because she was the department head of a printing firm and all of her subordinates 
were men from grass-roots families who used to despise women and speak foul 
language. She found that the male subordinates did not listen to her because she was 
a woman. As a result, she cut her hair short and wore clothes that made her look less 
feminine. Her adjustment enabled her to resume her supervision power. After work, 
she dressed in a feminine way especially when she went out with her husband. 
On the contrary, TBs，masculinities are presented in a persistent way. In daily 
life, many TBs reported that they had encountered "the bathroom problem"^-- that 
they had been stared at, laughed at and even shouted at in women's toilets. They said 
3 Halberstam (1998) reports that many masculine women were laughed at and even beaten when they 
^sed public women's toilet. Halberstam calls this common difficulty "the bathroom problem" (1998: 
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that they usually minimized the frequency of using public toilets or simply asked a 
friend to be a companion and talked to this friend when entering a woman's toilet so 
that other women could recognize their female gender. TBs insist on their masculine 
image even though a masculine image gives them many inconveniences in daily life. 
Apparently, TBs display masculine appearance to embody the TB identity and 
to show that they take a masculine role in a relationship. However, this is not enough 
to explain TBs，persistent display of masculinities. It is because in some contexts 
such as in the workplace where the employers and colleagues do not understand what 
“TB，，is and some employers may even require the TBs to tone down their 
masculinities at work, the TB identity is unimportant. However, some of my 
informants reported that they rejected to tone down their masculinities and quit the 
job. 
The empirical phenomenon of TBs，persistent display of masculinities reveals 
the negotiation between TBs and the larger society. Hong Kong society expects its 
social members to conform to conventional gender norms. As I had only three 
months to conduct fieldwork for the study, it was much better for me to focus on one 
particular context of the society so that I could concentrate on that context and have a 
deeper understanding of the negotiation process. The context of the workplace is a 
miniature society because conventional gender norms are prevalent. I will focus on 
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the context of workplace to study how TBs negotiate with the conventional gender 
norms. 
In the workplace 
Generally, the workplace is a conservative place where employers often expect 
their staff to follow conventional gender norms, such that male staff should wear 
men's clothes, and female staff should wear women's clothes. Though some TBs 
conform to the gender norms and wear a dress at work, they insist to practice 
role-segregation and audience-segregation to maintain a consistent masculine image 
in front of their lesbian friends. 
Moses studies identity management among lesbians, and she argues that a 
lesbian might wear very feminine clothing, flirt with men, and in general act in ways 
which would confirm to the public stereotype of normal females (1978:16). Her 
argument is similar to Chou's interviewee who had to wear a dress and make-up at 
work (2000). However, the principle of Moses’ study is different from Chou's as well 
as from mine. Moses' study was conducted in 1978, and lesbianism was still 
perceived as a kind of sexual deviance and abnormality in the 1970s in the States 
(Moses 1978:1). As a result, Moses (1978) applied Lemert's labeling theory 
(analytical concepts such as primary deviance and secondary deviance) to analyze 
how lesbian women manage their impression, such as wearing feminine clothes, and 
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flirting with men, in order to pass as heterosexual women. In today's Hong Kong, 
lesbianism is accepted to a certain extent. The purpose of TBs wearing a dress at 
work is to fit their companies' dress code, instead of concealing their sexual 
orientation. The impression management I study in this thesis is about the role 
conflict between TBs maintaining their masculine identity and the demand to wear 
feminine clothes to work. 
Some of my informants rejected to dress in a feminine way upon their 
employers' request. They quit the job and looked for another one that allowed them 
to wear men's clothes to work. Though some employers allowed TBs presenting 
masculinities at work, TBs would be embarrassed and their impression would be 
spoiled when their clients mistook them for a man. As a result, a TB has to pay extra 
effort to highlight her gender identity, for example, introducing herself as "Miss 
Chan” instead of "Joey", if she decides to establish a masculine personal front at 
work. 
The role-segregation and audience-segregation, as well as the insistence of 
finding a job that allowed masculine dressing, show that TBs are persistent in 
displaying a consistent masculine appearance. TBs，persistent display of 
masculinities can be interpreted as a kind of strategy to achieve normalization and 
naturalization. According to Butler (1999), individuals reinforce and naturalize the 
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gender reality by repeating the regulatory performances. Similarly, TBs normalize 
and naturalize their masculinities by persisting in displaying a masculine appearance. 
In the lesbian community 
When a collective of TBs persist in displaying a masculine appearance, a 
lesbian community is gradually formed. I argue that the formation of the lesbian 
community further reinforces TBs，persistent display of masculinities. TBs’ 
masculinities are not simply their personal choices but the results of interacting with 
other lesbian friends and learning values in the lesbian community. Chou (2000) 
describes how TBs in Hong Kong presented masculinities through bodily 
performances, such as wearing male outfits, having very short haircut and binding 
their breasts. Esterberg (1996) studies how lesbians in the East Coast of the United 
States performed the "butch" lesbian identity by presenting a masculine image, such 
as cutting their hair short above their ears and presenting an athletic look. However, 
both Chou and Esterberg have not analyzed lesbians' masculine appearance in 
relation to the context of the lesbian community. 
The lesbian community is a cultural product, so the form of it varies among 
different societies. Stein (1997) studies the lesbian communities in the United States 
that are consisted of neighborhoods, bookshops, and pubs. Chao (2001) examines 
lesbians in Taiwan in relation to T-bars (bars that serve lesbians only). Despite the 
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various forms, Lockard (1986) analyzes the lesbian community in the United States 
from a theoretical perspective and identifies four main features possessed by the 
lesbian community. She writes: 
The lesbian community has four characteristic features: (1) interacting social 
networks; (2) a group identity based on sexual preference; (3) sub-cultural 
values, which are basically feminist in origin; and (4) an institutional base of 
organizations and settings which provide places and structures for lesbian 
interaction. (1986:94). 
Lockard also distinguishes the lesbian community from the lesbian network. She 
writes: 
First, a network of friends depends on the participation of its individual 
members; if these members disperse or lose interest, the network ceases to 
exist. In a community, on the other hand, if one institution fails, there are 
others to provide continuity. Secondly, potential new members have no access 
to a network unless they encounter a member under circumstances that would 
allow the shared identity to be revealed and an invitation to participate 
extended. In a community, the institutions are open to all, and new members 
can locate them through a variety of means (1986:88-9). 
Though the formation of the lesbian community in the USA may be different 
from the one in Hong Kong, I agree with Lockard that the institutional base of 
organizations enables the lesbian community to exist in continuity and to be open to 
all newcomers, which distinguishes the lesbian community from the lesbian network. 
As a result, in this study I adopt the principle of "institutional base of organizations" 
to define the lesbian community in Hong Kong. In Hong Kong, two lesbian pubs, 
three lesbian service groups and many lesbian websites constitute the institutional 
base of organizations, and I define them as the lesbian community in Hong Kong. 
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The details of the lesbian community are to be covered in the next chapter. 
Many studies have shown that lesbians changed to be more masculine after 
entering lesbian communities (Stein 1997; Zipkin 1999; Chao 2001). Zipkin's study 
(1999) reveals that many lesbians felt pressurized to cut their hair short when they 
came out and joined lesbian communities in the United States, as short hair had 
already become a symbol of lesbian identity. Stein (1997) studies a group of lesbians 
in the Untied States who grew up in the 1970s and participated in lesbian 
communities, which highly valued authenticity, membership and solidarity as 
feminism and gay liberation were very influential in the 1970s. This group of 
lesbians had to abandon their feminine appearance, and even 'butch' themselves up 
when they came out in order to fit the norms of the lesbian communities (Stein 
1997:78-84). Chao (2001) studies Ts, masculinities in Taiwan. The Taiwanese called 
the masculine lesbians as T . Chao (2001) states that Ts bound their breasts to make 
themselves look more masculine. Zipkin (1999)，Stein (1997) and Chao (2001) show 
us the importance of lesbian communities in influencing lesbian masculinities. 
Similar to lesbian communities in other societies, the lesbian community in Hong 
Kong also influences lesbians' appearance through encouraging and teaching TBs to 
dress in a masculine way. The formation of the lesbian community thus further 
reinforces TBs，masculinities. 
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The empirical phenomenon of TBs' persistent display of masculinities helps us 
understand the negotiation between TBs and the larger society. TBs, being human 
agents, do not conform to the conventional gender norms but try to normalize and 
naturalize themselves through their persistent display of masculinities. The lesbian 
community is gradually formed as the negotiation between TBs and society takes 
place，and it further reinforces TBs, masculine appearance. The larger society, the 
lesbian community, and the TBs work together as a loop to maintain TBs, persistent 
display of masculinities. 
Fluidity of TB/TBG role-play 
In Hong Kong, the TB/TBG role-play seems to be prevalent as many lesbian 
couples are seen to consist of one masculine lesbian and one feminine lesbian. 
Conventionally, a TB has a masculine appearance and plays a masculine role in a 
relationship; a TBG, on the contrary, looks feminine and plays a feminine role. A TB 
takes up "men's" responsibilities such as paying bills and carrying her girlfriend's 
handbag, as well as escorting her girlfriend home. Ah-kwan (age 24) claimed herself 
a TB and considered paying bills and escorting her girlfriend home as her 
responsibility. She said: 
When I went out with my girlfriend, I carried things and opened doors for her. 
I escorted her home every time after we went out, e.g. for dinner or movies. I 
felt satisfied after escorting her back to a safe place. Taking care of girlfriend 
is my responsibility. I paid bills for my girlfriend and I never asked to go 
Dutch. 
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Yin-shing (age 35) shared similar views with Ah-kwan, and she believed that a 
TB should play a man's role in a relationship and take care of her girlfriend. She 
said: 
A TB must take care of her girlfriend; otherwise what's the point for her to 
keep a masculine appearance? It's so easy to cut one's hair short and dress 
like a man. But, a masculine appearance means nothing if this TB does not 
take care of her girlfriend and cannot afford her girlfriend's daily expenses. 
According to Ah-kwan and Yin-shing, taking care of their girlfriend is a major 
responsibility of being a TB. Indeed their belief is similar to our conventional sexual 
division of labour in which a male role should provide money and strength. However, 
the conventional division of labour may be a myth only and may not work in many 
lesbian relationships as well as heterosexual relationships. It is because a relationship 
is full of negotiation between the two parties and it seems impossible to distinguish a 
male role and a female role clearly within a relationship. 
Regarding the issue of division of labour, Ah-shun (age 30) said that she never 
rejected to do housework although she defined herself as a TB. She said: 
I've identified myself as a TB for at least ten years. However, I don't limit 
myself to "masculine" behaviours only. I live with my girlfriend now, and I 
do cook and tidy the house every day. I like cooking so I don't mind doing 
the cooking every day. My girlfriend hates cleaning the floor so I just do it. I 
don't mind doing housework because I love her. 
The conventional division of labour may not work in many lesbian relationships 
in today's Hong Kong. Firstly, both parties have to work for an income. Secondly, a 
TBG may get a higher salary than her TB lover. Though Ah-kwan and Yin-shing 
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insisted to pay the bills for their girlfriends, the act of paying the bills was like an 
item of expressive equipment for building a male impression instead of fulfilling 
their girlfriends' actual financial needs. Moreover, it is uncommon to see a TBG 
quitting her job and relying on her TB lover financially. When both parties have to 
work, the TB cannot leave all the housework to her lover at all. 
Apart from the division of labour, it is also difficult to distinguish a male role 
and a female role among a lesbian couple according to their daily interaction. 
Yat-ching (age 37) and I had an interesting dialogue during an interview: 
Franco: Do you think you're masculine in your relationship? 
Yat-ching: My ex-girlfriend, Siu-fong, expected me to carry heavy things for 
her. She always took a bottle of water out from her bag and put it 
into my rucksack. I am not happy that I have to carry heavy things 
all the time, and I have lost my temper before. However, her temper 
is even worse than mine. 
Franco: How about your daily life? 
Yat-ching: When we had meals together, she usually picked up food and put it 
into my bowl. She also helped me to peel oranges. 
F醒CO'. Don't you think helping someone to peel oranges is a feminine 
behaviour? 
Yat-ching: No. I think picking up food into my bowl and peeling oranges are 
quite masculine. Although Siu-fong expected me to be a TB and 
required me to carry a bottle of water for her, she was a very 
independent and capable girl in fact. She seldom relied on me. In a 
social gathering, she would contact people actively. As a result, it 
was difficult to say who was a TB or a TBG in our daily interaction. 
A bottle of water was just 500ml which should not be heavy for an adult to carry. 
Siu-fong employed a bottle of water as an item of expressive equipment to reinforce 
Yat-ching's masculine impression and her feminine impression. Superficially, 
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Yat-ching was a TB and took a male role in the relationship. However, Yat-ching 
believed that Siu-fong had also carried out some "male" responsibilities such as 
picking up food, peeling oranges for her and also contacting people actively in a 
social gathering. 
The conventional division of labour still influences the TB/TBG role-play to a 
certain extent; as a result, some items of expressive equipment such as paying the 
bills and carrying a bottle of 500ml water for her girlfriend were used to highlight the 
role difference within the TB/TBG role-play. However, the "male" responsibilities 
and the "female" responsibilities are in fact contestable because they vary according 
in different relationships. As Yat-ching said, "It was difficult to say who was a TB or 
a TBG in our daily interaction." While the TB/TBG role-play is difficult to be 
defined clearly in daily life, how about in sexual life? 
In bed 
The empirical question regarding the power dynamics of the sexual relationship 
between a TB and a TBG reveals the negotiation between TBs and the lesbian 
community. The lesbian community expects a TB to play a masculine role in sex. 
However, TBs, being human agents, do not conform to all the expectation given by 
the lesbian community but develop fluid power relationship with their TBG lovers in 
bed. 
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I am going to investigate the underlying power dynamics of the sexual 
relationship between TBs and their lovers. I apply the concept of power to analyze 
the lesbian sex scenes because TBs are expected to play a masculine role in sex and 
their masculine role in sex is often interpreted as a dominant role that controls the sex 
scene and rejects to be caressed. Chou describes TBs who did not take off their 
clothes nor let their sex partners touch their breasts and reproductive organ, and who 
did not moan during sex either in order to maintain their masculine role in bed (2000: 
231). In this study, I highlight the power relationship between a TB and a TBG in sex 
and show the fluid power dynamics between the two parties. 
I argue that the power dynamics between a TB and a TBG in sex is fluid. Firstly, 
many TBs like being caressed and penetrated by their lovers. They do not suppress 
their sexual needs because of the expectation given by the lesbian community. 
Secondly, the physical top/ bottom position and the physical act of penetration cannot 
determine the power relationship between the two parties. A TB does not dominate 
the sexual relationship though she alone plays the role of a penetrator. It is because 
she gets sexual pleasure through pleasing her lover sexually, so she is concerned 
about the feeling of her lover very much (Halberstam 1998). Moreover, a TBG does 
not only play a passive role. She actively "takes" the TB lover's hands inside her 
body (Cvetkovich 1995). The TB is thus playing a "passive" role in this situation 
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because she lets her lover takes her hands. 
TBs therefore do not always conform to the lesbian community's expectations, 
but their TB identity has not been threatened by it. It is because their sexual 
behaviours take place in a private context and the fluid sex-role in bed does not affect 
their TB identity in social life provided that they still dress in a masculine way in 
daily life. If TBs do not stick to a "masculine" role in the relationships, why do they 
still dress in a masculine way to embody the TB identity? It is because they need a 
TB identity to interact with other members in the lesbian community. 
The empirical question regarding the power dynamics between a TB and a TBG 
in bed is an entry point to investigate the negotiation between TBs and the lesbian 
community. On the one hand, TBs do not stick to the "masculine" role given by the 
lesbian community but develop fluid power relationships with their TBG lovers in 
sex. On the other hand, they conform to the norms given by the lesbian community 
by continuing to dress in a masculine way in daily life. 
This study argues that TBs' masculine identity and body are products of 
negotiation between social structure (i.e. the larger society, and the lesbian 
community) and human agency of TBs. Chapter Two discusses the identity change 
from "tomboy" to "TB", and also introduces the lesbian community in Hong Kong. I 
also study the influence of the lesbian community on TBs，masculinities. Chapter 
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Three investigates the negotiation between TBs and the larger society. The empirical 
phenomenon of TBs' persistent display of masculinities is discussed to illustrate the 
negotiation process. Chapter Four investigates the negotiation between TBs and the 
lesbian community. The empirical phenomenon of fluid power relationships between 
TBs and TBGs is examined to illustrate the negotiation process. Chapter Five is a 
concluding chapter, and I will provide an overview of the whole study and state the 
limitations. 
Methodology 
Ethnographic fieldwork was done from June to August in 2002. The major 
instruments of data collection were individual in-depth interviews and participant 
observation. 
In-depth interview 
I interviewed 27 TBs and selected my interviewees based on their appearance 
and the identity. The interviewees all had masculine appearances, such as having 
short haircut above the ears, and wearing men's clothes, and they all had the 
experience of being mistaken for a man although the frequencies of being mistaken 
varied among them. Most of them had come out as a TB, but some had not. I 
included both kinds of TBs in my sample because the acceptance as well as the 
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reJusal of the TB identity was interesting to be studied. 
The 27 TBs were selected through snowball sampling. In snowball sampling, 
individual informants are asked to name others who would be likely candidates for 
the research (Bernard 2002:185). I knew a group of TBs for several years, and I 
interviewed some of them. Then, I asked this group of TBs to refer me to other 
suitable interviewees for my research. After the first month, I had a name list already. 
I knew some of them in the list before, but not others. I then selected the potential 
interviewees based on their age, educational level and occupation. The 27 TBs I 
interviewed came from different educational levels and occupations, and the 
age-range was between 16 and 50. Informants' details are listed at the end of this 
chapter. 
Each interview lasted from one and a half hour to two hours, and was taped. 
Most of the interviews were conducted in public places, such as restaurants, cafes, 
and parks. One interview was conducted at my office in the Chinese University of 
Hong Kong, and one at the home of the interviewee. 
Participant observation 
The fieldsite of my study was the lesbian community. The lesbian community 
consisted of two lesbian pubs namely Oasis, and Virus, three lesbian service groups 
namely Queer Sisters, Proud of Lesbos, and F-Union, and many lesbian websites on 
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the Internet. Details of the lesbian community will be covered in Chapter Three. 
I visited the fieldsite and browsed the lesbian websites at least twice a week. My 
identity as a researcher was unclear in the fieldsite. Like other participants, I took 
part in conversations and activities. As I hoped the participants chatted and played as 
usual，I did not write fieldnotes until I got home. Moreover, I made friends on the 
Internet through the friends-seeking columns that were listed in the lesbian websites. 
Ethical issue 
Hong Kong people like giving English names to themselves in addition to the 
Chinese names given by their families. Most of the Chinese names of my informants 
are female names. Some informants gave male English names to themselves. In order 
to ensure confidentiality, all informants were given Chinese pseudonyms in 
Romanization. It is because a Chinese name in Romanization can be translated as 
either a male name or a female name. In addition, I replaced their occupations by 
others with similar statuses, except the students, to ensure confidentiality. 
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Table 1 ： List of Informants 
Name Age Occupation Education I Self-claimed 
(pseudonyms) level identity 
1. Wai-ping 15 Student Form Four TB 
2. Kin-ching 16 Student Form Four Pure 
3. Kit-man 16 Student Form Four Lesbian 
4. Siu-wai 18 Student Diploma TB 
5. Ah-wing 19 Student Associate degree Lesbian 
6. Siu-po ^ Student University Pure 
7. Tse-on 12 Reporter Bachelor degree Lesbian 
8. Wing-lim 22 Marketing officer Form Five TB 
9. Yeung Wai-yin 12 Insurance salesperson Form Five TB 
10. Ah-kwan 24 Marketing clerk Form Seven TB 
11. Suet-ming ^ Social worker Diploma Bisexual 
12. Ah-yan ^ Marketing assistant Bachelor degree TB 
13. Ah-chi ^ Waiter Form Five TB 
14. Ah-wah 27 Freelance graphic Diploma TB 
designer, part-time 
receptionist 
15. Hong-lin 29 Administrator Form Seven TB 
16. Ah-kei ^ Shipping clerk Form Five TB 
17. Ah-fong 30 Graphic designer Form Seven TB 
18. Ah-shun ^ Office assistant Form Five TB 
19. Siu-kwan ^ Teacher Bachelor degree TB 
20. Ying-wai 32 Social worker Diploma TB 
21. Yin-shing ^ Hair stylist Form Five x i 
22. Ah-ting 36 Marketing executive Bachelor degree TB 
23. Yat-ching ^ Teacher Bachelor degree Lesbian 
24. Wai-ki 39 Editor Master degree Lesbian 
25. Ah-man 45 Owner of a trading firm Bachelor degree TB 
26. Ah-hing 45 Sales assistant in a Bachelor degree TB 
boutique 
27. Ah-lik pO |Civil servant Bachelor degree TB 
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Chapter Two - The Lesbian Community 
The lesbian community is a socializing agent that teaches TBs about the 
importance of carrying a TB identity and the ways to dress up like a TB. For example, 
a TB can embody the TB identity through cutting her hair short and wearing men's 
clothes. In other words, taking a masculine identity and presenting a masculine 
appearance are not simply personal choices but results of interacting with lesbian 
friends and learning values in the lesbian community. Although the lesbian 
community dispenses values and norms that influence all its members, it is never 
static and homogeneous, but instead is characterized by change and diversity. Indeed, 
there are alternative lifestyles among lesbians apart from engaging in the TB/TBG 
role-play. 
I divide this chapter into four parts: in the first part, I discuss the identity change 
from "tomboy" to "TB" in the past 30 years in Hong Kong. In the second part, I 
introduce the lesbian community in Hong Kong, which was consisted of two pubs, 
three service groups and many lesbian websites. In the third part, I examine the 
influence of the lesbian community on TBs’ masculinities. I study the commonest 
features of TBs，bodies: short hair and flat chest, which have already become a norm 
in the lesbian community. Moreover, I study how the interactions between TBs and 
other lesbians influence the processes of adopting the TB identity. In the fourth part, 
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I examine the diversity within the lesbian community, and such alternatives as the 
identities of “pure’，and queer. 
Identity change from "tomboy" to “TB，， 
Before the 1990s，both "tomboy" and "TB" were used to lefer to masculine 
lesbians. Wai-ki (age 39) told me that the students from the girls' secondary school 
that she attended, adopted the term "tom-boy" in the 1970s. Ah-lik (age 50) and 
Ah-man (age 45) said that the term "TB" was already prevalent in their girls' schools 
in the late 1960s. However, from the 1990s onwards, only the term "TB" was used. 
Through investigating the process of the identity change from "tomboy" to "TB", we 
can understand the changes in the cultural context of Hong Kong from the 1970s to 
the 1990s. 
The concept of "homosexuality" was imported from the West to Hong Kong in 
the 1970s when the media reported illegal homosexual acts, i.e. buggery，conducted 
by several male senior civil servants (Chou and Chiu 1995:146). Homosexuality, 
referring to buggery between men, was a crime before it was decriminalized in 1991. 
Ah-lik believed that homosexuality was perceived as a kind of abnormality then. She 
said: 
When I was around ten years old, I could read the newspaper myself. 1； 
learned from the newspaper that homosexuality meant buggery between men. 
Our society commented on homosexuality as a kind of abnormality, social 
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disorder, etc. 
The discrimination against homosexuals was severe in the 1970s. Ah-man, 
M-hing and Ah-lik said that many heterosexual people used the term “ndahm ydhn 
po)j，’4 (男人婆）to describe masculine lesbians, and they felt very bad about this 
term. Literally, ndahm yahn means a male adult, and poh means an old woman. 
Culturally, poh is often negatively used to describe a rough woman，for example baat 
Po^ (八婆）means a bitch; gaai sihpoh (街市婆）means a rough female vendor in the 
market. Compared with "homosexual" and "naahm yahn poh", "tomboy" and "TB" 
are nicer names for masculine lesbians to call each other. Ah-man said: 
Outsiders called us naahm yahn poh, but we never used it to call ourselves. In 
my girls' school, we called each other "TB". 
Ah-lik explained the advantage of using the term "TB". She said: 
“TB，，is a short form; so many outsiders can't understand what it is when my 
friends and I talk about it publicly. Although "tomboy" does not refer to 
lesbian directly, the "-boy" can make people guess it easily. "TB" can avoid 
this kind of association. 
The terms "tomboy" and "TB" helped to avoid the association with 
homosexuality, especially the term "TB" which was composed by two letters only. 
Moreover, "tomboy" is a western term, so it sounds superior and fashionable. To a 
certain extent, tomboys considered that this western term could enhance their status 
through resisting the negative naming of naahm yahn poh. 
As discussed before, different lesbian circles adjusted to the term "tomboy" 
4 All ethnographic terms are transliterated using Yale Romanization for Cantonese. 
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differently. For example "torn-boy" was used in Wai-ki's school, and "TB" was used 
in Ah-man's and Ah-lik' schools. The diverse naming of "tomboy" and "TB" reflects 
the lack of one single lesbian community in the 1970s and the 1980s. 
While lesbians could meet other lesbians in the girls' schools, it became very 
difficult to meet other lesbians after graduation. Ah-man said: 
It was very difficult to know other lesbians in the past. Before graduation, I 
could still meet other lesbians in my girls' school; after graduation, I had to 
rely on my friends to introduce me to other lesbians. However, this kind of 
introduction was not frequent at all. 
Ah-lik said that private gatherings were held among middle-class lesbians in the 
late 1970s. She said: 
One of my sister's friends looked like a TB. I asked this friend whether she 
was a TB, and we two disclosed our TB identity to each other immediately. 
This TB friend then took me to the lesbian private gatherings called "fit 
wwzTi，’ (fit 會)."Fit wuih" was held at one of the members' home, and there 
would be around 20 people. Six out of ten participants were TBs, and the 
remaining were TBs' wives or girlfriends. 
I asked, 'What do you mean by "fit wuih'"? 
Ah-lik explained: 
Literally, "fit" means matching or cruising; "wuih" means gathering. "Fit 
wuih" means the gathering for matching and cruising. This term is used to 
refer to private lesbian gatherings. 
Ah-lik was luckier than Ah-man because she had the chance to join the “fit 
wuih’’ and make new lesbian friends. However, the new friends Ah-lik made were 
still limited to a circle of friends because "fit wuih" was privately held. 
The diverse naming of "tomboy" and “TB，’ in the 1970s and the 1980s reflects 
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that lesbians from different circles did not have communication with one another. 
Due to the lack of a lesbian community in the 1970s and the 1980s, lesbians had 
nowhere to gather, and hence they were limited to their own circles. 
In the 1980s, discussion on the decriminalization of homosexuality had started 
in Hong Kong. The death of John MacLennan in 1980 was the major incident that 
urged the Hong Kong government to change the laws on homosexuality (Chou and 
Chiu 1995:161). MacLennan, a police inspector, was charged with engaging in 
illegal homosexual acts in 1978; he was alleged to have committed suicide before 
being arrested (Chou and Chiu 1995:155). His death caused a big controversy, as 
some parties believed that MacLennan was murdered but the police insisted that he 
committed suicide in order to escape from being caught:. The Court declared that 
MacLennan died from an "unknown reason", and recommended the Hong Kong 
government to change the laws on homosexuality (Chou and Chiu 1995:161). In 
1980，the Attorney General and the Chief Justice asked the Law Reform Commission 
to consider changing the laws on homosexuality (Consultation Paper 1988:3). A 
consultation paper was released in June 1988，and a period of three months was 
offered to collect opinions from the public. In July 1991，homosexuality was 
decriminalized, and homosexual act committed in private by consenting men over 
5 Details can refer to 衣櫃性史[K�gwa/7i s ng si ](Chou and Chiu 1995). 
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the age of 21 was not a crime any more (Chou and Chiu 1995:172). 
Although the issue of decriminalization focused only on homosexual acts 
between men, it influenced the identity change of tomboys implicitly. Soon after the 
decriminalization of homosexuality, nine major gay and lesbian groups were formed 
in the early 1990s (Chou and Chiu 1995:180-4). The lesbian community was 
gradually created, and I argue that the reason why "TB" has become the only term 
that refers to masculine lesbians from the 1990s onwards, was due to the formation 
of the lesbian community. 
The Ten Per cent Club, one of the major gay and lesbian groups in Hong Kong, 
recruited both gays and lesbians as their members, and a sub-group that served 
lesbians solely was formed in 1991. However, this lesbian sub-group was dissolved 
in 1993. In 1994，there was an open and informal gathering for lesbians, called “XX 
Siu Jeuih” (XX/J�聚，siu jeuih means gathering) (Chou and Chiu 1995:193). King, 
the founder, shared her reason for organizing XX Siu Jeuih. She said: 
I had participated in the sub-group for lesbians under the Ten Per cent Club; 
however those gay men were never concerned about women. As a result, I 
quit in 1993. In 1994, some friends asked me to form a lesbian group together, 
and this was XX Siu Jeuih. 
The first lesbian pub was Smart S, which was opened around 1994 but had 
closed down around 1998. Ah-man had been to Smart S once. She said, "Smart S 
mainly served lesbians, but it welcomed gay men as well." 
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The lesbian community had taken shape in the early 1990s with the 
establishment of the lesbian group under the Ten Per cent Club, XX Siu Jeuih, and 
Smart S. More lesbian service groups and lesbian pubs came into existence. The 
formation of the lesbian community helped to standardize the term TB. Interestingly, 
because the lesbian community welcomed lesbians from all walks of life, and some 
lesbians were not be good in English, the term TB was chosen to refer to masculine 
lesbians. Wai-ki said: 
The term "TB" was much more user-friendly to those lesbians who were not 
good in English. As you know, the lesbian community has lesbians coming 
from all walks of life. "TB" seems to be a more convenient term. 
"TB，，is a more convenient term because lesbians from all walks of life 
participate in the lesbian community. This situation is very different from the "fit 
wuih" described by Ah-lik, which only involved middle-class lesbians. "TB" is 
easier to pronounce, so more people in the lesbian community adopted this term. 
Moreover, as lesbians from different circles take part in the lesbian community, this 
helped to spread the use of “TB” As a result, "TB" has become a common and 
standard term from the 1990s onwards. 
The lesbian community in Hong Kong 
Possessing an institutional base is the decisive feature of a lesbian community 
(Lockard 1986:94). In other words, a lesbian community provides a continuity even 
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if one organization fails. There are others to replace it. Moreover, since the lesbian 
community is open to all, it is easy for new members to locate it (Lockard 
1986:88-9). In Hong Kong, lesbian pubs, lesbian service groups and lesbian websites 
provide a setting for lesbians to interact. 
Ethnicity 
I have participated in the lesbian community for at least five years. I have only 
met one White lesbian and two Malaysian lesbians in this entire period. Except these 
three, all the other lesbians I met were Hong Kong people of Chinese ancestry. The 
White lesbian came alone to join a New Year party held by a gay and lesbian group 
five years ago. I still remember that I took the initiative to talk to her but she did not 
feel interested in talking with me. Perhaps she was shy to talk to strangers. She did 
not speak Cantonese and the party organizers did not have English translation for her. 
During the party, I neither saw her talk to other participants nor other participants 
approach to her. After that party, I never saw her again. 
The two Malaysian lesbians came to a lesbian dinner party together. These two 
Malaysians spoke Cantonese and nobody recognized their Malaysian nationality. As 
they could speak Cantonese well and they had visited Hong Kong many times before, 
the communication between them and other participants was good. After several 
gatherings, I did not see them again. Perhaps, they had returned to Malaysia. 
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Lesbian pubs 
There were three main lesbian pubs in Hong Kong. They were Oasis, Virus and 
Chatroom, all in Causeway Bay on Hong Kong Island. Chatroom had closed down in 
December 2002. All the lesbians pubs were located in commercial buildings, and 
co-existed with other heterosexual nightclubs and gay pubs in the same building. 
These commercial buildings were small in size, and so each pub could rent the whole 
floor for business. 
Once you step out of the lift, it was already the entrance of the pub. A board on 
which was written "members only" was stuck next to the entrance, and its function 
was to screen out non-lesbian customers. Some non-lesbians do not know that these 
pubs only welcome lesbians. When they go there and see the board saying "members 
only’’，they do not know what kind of membership is required and so will leave at 
once. In fact, official membership does not exist. Individual lesbians and gays 
sometimes use the term "member" to call themselves, instead of using "lesbians", 
"gay", or "homosexual". However, it is not a common practice in the lesbian 
community. Some people prefer to use the term "member，，because it is vague, and 
other think that it manifests a sense of belonging. 
The setting of the three pubs was similar. Inside the pubs, the light was dim and 
the environment was very noisy. Customers had to speak very loudly. The size of 
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each pub was not large (about 700 sq. ft.), and each could accommodate 80 
customers. There were around ten tables, and each table could hold eight customers. 
The pubs were almost empty on weekday nights. Friday night and Saturday night 
were the golden times, especially on Saturday night. A set of Karaoke equipment was 
placed in a comer, and customers could take turns to sing Karaoke. Pubs games such 
as chdai muih (猜枚)and sTk jung (殷忠)were very common. Disco time was 
arranged at mid-night, usually starting from twelve and ending at one o'clock. 
Lesbians usually went to lesbian pubs in groups and rarely alone. Firstly, the 
setting of the pub discouraged single customers. There were no small tables. A single 
customer was usually asked to sit at the bar unless there were many empty tables. 
Secondly, customers were expected to participate in group activities such as chatting 
and playing pub games. Single customers might feel strange to be alone while all 
others were in groups. 
Ying-wai (age 32) shared her first experience of going to a lesbian pub four 
years ago: 
I knew a lesbian party was going to be held at a lesbian pub. I did not know 
any lesbian friends before, so I was desperate to join this party even though I 
had never been to a lesbian pub. In the pub, there were many people but most 
of them were in groups. It seemed that they had known each other for a long 
time. I didn't know anyone, so I just found a less crowded table and sat down. 
I was shy to chat with strangers, and I didn't know what I should do. I forgot 
how long I had sat at the table. Then, a couple sat at the same table began to 
talk with me. They said that I looked so bored to sit alone. They then 
introduced themselves friendly, and further asked me to introduce myself as 
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well. After the party, we kept in contact, and we're still friends now. 
Although the setting and the group activities discriminated against single 
customers, a single customer could still make new friends there if she wanted. I went 
to Oasis with a woman in June 2002. It was a Friday night and quite crowded. The 
staff said that there was no table available, and asked us to sit with other customers in 
one of the large tables. Not as lucky as Ying-wai, we were not approached by the 
customers of the same table. After about half an hour, I took the initiative to ask one 
of the customers whether we could play sTk jiing together. They were friendly and 
accepted my request. 
The experience of Ying-wai and mine revealed how easy it was to make friends 
at lesbian pubs. At a lesbian pub, people may approach you (like Ying-wai's case), or 
you can approach other people (like my experience). Compared to the heterosexual 
pubs, it is more common and easier to make new friends at the lesbian pubs. Why is 
it? Firstly, the discriminatory setting pushes a single customer to make new friends 
because she is arranged to sit with other customers. Secondly, the pull factor comes 
from the shared lesbian identity. Once inside the pub, lesbians develop a trust in each 
other easily. Customers feel they are "members" and found it easy to talk and play 
with strangers, and they rarely suspect the intentions of the strangers at lesbian pubs. 
Friendship is quite easy to build up at the lesbian pubs based on this common 
"membership" or the shared sexual identity. 
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Appearance 
Customers were mainly young girls. Oasis was the only pub that refused male 
customers. I had been rejected to go inside Oasis because one of the staff had 
mistaken me for a man. My friends usually said that the customers of Oasis were 
much younger than those of Virus; the former were around 18 to 25, while the latter 
were around 25 to 30. The age difference might be generated from the general 
impressions. In fact, the customers did not limit themselves to one pub only. 
It is thought that TB has a masculine image and takes a male role; TBGs, on the 
contrary, is feminine and takes a female role. The TB/TBG role-play was easily 
recognized inside the lesbian pubs. TBs displayed different male images in the pubs 
such as hdanjdi^ (板仔)，gentleman and sportive style. Those presenting the baan jai 
style wore the over-sized men's T-shirt and loose trousers. This group of TBs was the 
youngest, i.e. around 18，and the most fashionable. Those dressed up like a 
gentleman wore a formal shirt and trousers. Indeed most TBs were in sportive style 
and wore casual men's T-shirt and jeans. TBGs, on the other hand, displayed a 
female image, such as keeping long hair, wearing make-up and tight-fitting clothes. 
The contrast of the appearances between TBs and TBGs was big enough to 
6 " B ^ " literally means skateboard; "jm" means young men. B ^ j m refers to young men who play 
skateboards. Playing skateboard is one of branches of hip-hop culture in the States, and the young 
men like wearing over-sized T-shirt and loose trousers. Hong Kong has imported this kind of hip-hop 
culture, and the clothing o f ' b ^ j i " , i.e. the over-sized T-shirt and loose trousers, has become the 
latest trends among the youth. TBs like wearing the clothing o f ' b ^ j m " but most of them do not 
play skateboard. They wear the clothing o f b ^ j m " to present themselves as energetic and 
fashionable. 
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distinguish who were TBs easily. Inside the pubs, TBs usually outnumbered TBGs 
by a ratio of four to one. 
Singing Karaoke was an open performance because every customer could see 
who was singing as the area of the pub was not large. TBs usually sang male pop 
songs. As TBs outnumbered TBGs, male pop songs were often heard at the pubs. 
The collective preference for male songs gradually became a norm that TBs should 
sing male songs only. Siu-kwan (age 32) said that singing Karaoke in the lesbian pub 
helped her dating girls: 
Singing Karaoke performs a function. When I see a girl I like, I will sing a 
male pop song to attract her. 
Siu-kwan clearly stated that the "function" of singing a male pop song was 
helping her to date (feminine) girls i.e. TBGs. Under the conventional TB/TBG 
role-play among lesbians, Siu-kwan believed that a TBG might tend to love a TB. 
Thus, she asserted her TB identity in front of that TBG through singing a male pop 
song in order to attract the attention from that TBG. 
Manners 
At the pubs, people felt relaxed because of the alcohol and the dim environment. 
Moreover, the pubs were very crowded on Saturday night. Under the relaxed and 
crowded environment, people tended to have more bodily contacts, such as putting 
hand on a friend's shoulder, shoulders touching shoulders while sitting down, etc. 
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This kind of bodily contact seemed to be unintentional; in fact, it was usually 
initiated by TBs. 
Kai-ming (age 25), a TBG, said that two TBs had touched her intentionally at a 
lesbian pub. She said: 
I have gone to the lesbian pubs several times only. I still remember that two 
TBs touched my waist and my shoulders casually at the pub last Saturday. 
One of them was my friend, and her girlfriend was present that night. She did 
not care about her girlfriend but hugged my waist. One of them was a new 
friend and had known her for two hours only. My friends and I had formed a 
circle to play pub games. This TB approached us and stayed behind my back, 
and said that she also wanted to play with us. Then, she took out her right 
hand from my back to join the games, and she put her left hand on my 
shoulder. Her face was just next to my face! I think her posture and my 
friend's hug were unnecessary. In this kind of situation, I do not push them 
away at once but move their hands away slowly. Of course I will voice out if 
they are being too offensive. 
TBs are expected to play a male role, which is supposed to be active and 
aggressive. As a result, they are expected to display their active and aggressive 
attributes especially in front of the supposedly passive TBGs. As Kai-ming said, 
some bodily contacts were unnecessary and could be avoided. However, TBs 
sometimes touched TBGs' shoulders or waist casually. Kai-ming said that she 
tolerated this kind of bodily contact to a certain extend because she could foresee that 
other people (most likely other TBs) might criticize her for being over-protective if 
she pushed away those two TBs and scolded them immediately. Surely, this kind of 
bodily contact happens in the pubs only. Tomboys rarely do so during dinner or 
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barbeque, or the TBGs must shout immediately. Moreover, TBs do not touch TBGs 
who got a partner already. 
Kai-ming complained that some TBs acted over-aggressively at the lesbian pub. 
What did TBs think about their manners at the lesbian pubs? 
Ah-chi (age 26) admitted that she behaved more masculine when chatting with 
her TB friends. She explained her performance in relation to the attitude of her TB 
friends. She said: 
My TB friends expect every TB, including me，to be masculine; as a result, 
they like calling each other "brother". Though I feel strange when they call 
me "brother", I never voice it out. Instead, I just present myself stronger and 
more masculine when meeting them. I don't mind doing so because everyone, 
not only me, adjusts his/her appearance and manner to fit a particular context. 
Hong-lin (age 29) justified that a TB should be active otherwise she could not 
know new girls at a lesbian pub. She said: 
I go to lesbian pubs at least twice a month. Last time, I went there with 
Kam-po (another TB). She's useless! She just gazed at a girl but did not talk 
to her. As you know, taking the initiative to chat is a prerequisite to know 
new girls. 
Some TBs choose to present an active and masculine image but some not. 
Siu-kwan (age 32) had short hair and usually wore men's T-shirt. Though she 
claimed herself as a TB and her appearance also looked like one, she behaved gently 
at lesbian pubs. She said that a few TBs teased her because she neither drank nor 
played pub games at lesbian pubs. Through teasing Siu-kwan, the several TBs could 
reinforce their masculine role as well as masculine manners. Similarly, Hong-lin 
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teased Kam-po of not being active enough to be a "qualified" TB. By doing so， 
Hong-lin reinforced her TB identity as well as TB's active attribute. 
Ah-shim (age 30) commented that some TBs had presented over-masculinities 
at lesbian pubs. She said: 
Some TBs are very rough. They usually open their legs in an exaggerated 
distance when sitting down, and often call each other "brother". They just 
exaggerate their masculine manners. In fact, their personality is not as rough 
as they presented. 
The narratives of Hong-lin, Ah-chi, Siu-kwan and Ah-shun reveal that TBs tend 
to highlight their active and masculine manners in lesbian pubs or when they meet a 
group of TBs. Drinking beer, playing pub games, singing male pop songs, taking the 
initiative to chat with TBGs, teasing other less masculine TBs, opening legs in an 
exaggerated distance when sitting down and calling other TBs “brother，，are items of 
expressive equipment employed by TBs to present masculinities. Why do TBs like 
highlighting their masculinities especially when they are with a group of TBs? 
Probably, the peer group pressure matters. As Ah-chi said, she behaved more 
masculine because, being a TB, other TBs expected her to be masculine. If a TB 
chooses to maintain a gentle image and refuse to be too masculine, she may be teased 
by other TBs, like the experience of Siu-kwan and Kam-po. 
Lesbian service groups 
The three lesbian service groups are named as Proud of Lesbos, Queer Sisters 
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and F-Union，and they are non-profit organizations. I have been a committee member 
of Proud of Lesbos since 1999 and participant observation was conducted mainly in 
this group. 
Proud of Lesbos did not have an official membership system and it welcomed 
any lesbians to join. Generally, the participants were much older than the customers 
of lesbian pubs. Most of the participants were in their twenties or thirties and a few 
of them were over forties. I never met a participant who was over fifties. The ratio of 
the number of TBs to that of TBGs was similar to the ratio in lesbian pubs, both was 
four to one. 
Proud of Lesbos held a wide range of activities throughout the year, such as 
workshops related to gender and sexuality, reading group sharing gender-related 
books, and ball games. Committee members promoted activities through printed 
leaflets, the Internet and phone calls. Their mobile phone numbers and the email 
addresses were printed on leaflets and also on the Internet. Any interested lesbians 
could call the committee members when they wanted to join. Numbers of 
participants varied from ten to forty as it depended on the nature and the date of the 
activities. 
It was easy to make new friends in lesbian groups although newcomers usually 
came alone for the first time. It is because committee members usually took the 
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initiative to talk and break the ice. Moreover, the nature of the activities provided 
more opportunities for participants to talk with each other, and the quieter 
environment enabled participants to chat freely. As the setting was more suitable for 
participants to talk, they could form their own circles after knowing each other for a 
short time, i.e. one to two hours. As I usually observed, participants had paired up or 
had grouped near the end of the activity. 
When several TBs grouped together, they usually shared their common 
experience, such as the problem with using the public toilet and the relationship with 
family. As I was one of the committee members, the newcomers usually talked with 
me. Below is some common dialogue: 
Newcomer 1: Have you ever got into trouble with using the public 
toilet? 
Franco: Yes. About half a year ago, I quarreled with a girl 
fiercely because she mistook me for a man. 
Newcomer 1: Last time, a woman shouted at me in the toilet. So 
embarrassing. 
Newcomer 2: Next time ask a friend to accompany you and keep 
talking to this friend when entering the toilet. The 
women won't shout at you at once if you have a friend 
with you. 
Daisy (age 26) had participated in similar dialogue before: 
Daisy: This morning, an old woman scolded me for entering 
the wrong toilet. I immediately fought back, and asked 
her whether she had entered the wrong toilet. 
Newcomer 1: It's so troublesome. So, I minimize the frequency of 
using the public toilet. 
Daisy: You should not be submissive. When anyone tries to 
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embarrass you, you must embarrass her/ him more 
seriously. 
Dialogue regarding family relationship was also commonly heard: 
Newcomer 1: Does your family know about your sexual orientation? 
Franco: Yes. Several years ago, I brought my first girlfriend 
home for dinner many times intentionally because I 
wanted my parent to know my sexual orientation. They 
found out what the matter was finally. 
Newcomer 1: You're so lucky. I dare not tell my parents. 
Franco: My parent was unhappy with it at the beginning. We 
had communicated for a long time before they could 
accept my sexual orientation. 
Through sharing common experience and difficulty, TBs knew that they were 
not the only one who faced the bathroom problem and hided their sexual preferences 
from their parents. Moreover, the practical suggestion of tackling the bathroom 
problem, for example asking a friend to be a companion when entering the bathroom, 
encourages TBs to maintain a masculine image. 
Lesbian websites 
Different from the lesbian pubs and service groups, websites can be accessed by 
any body. Some website owners wrote, "This website belongs to lesbians, any 
homophobic person please do not get in", or "This is a private space for lesbians, 
people discriminating lesbians must not get in”，in order to stop the homophobic 
people from entering the websites. Although this kind of warning cannot really stop 
those homophobic people from getting in the websites, the website owners state their 
standpoint clearly and hope to minimize the harassment. 
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When you search the Chinese phrase of ''neuih tuhng sing lyun"(女 I司 1生f懸）or 
''neuih tiihng j f “(女同志）on the Internet, many web addresses of Chinese lesbian 
websites^ are generated. As most of the Hong Kong lesbian websites are in Chinese, 
the search result of the word "lesbian" may include fewer Hong Kong lesbian 
websites. The Hong Kong lesbian websites can be categorized into three types: (1) 
owned by lesbian service groups and aimed at promoting the group as well as its 
activities. This kind of websites usually stated aims and objectives, details of 
activities, phone numbers and email addresses of committee members, as well as 
reported current news related to lesbians and gays. Moreover, a message board and a 
friend-seeking column were also included. (2) Owned by individuals and aimed at 
providing lesbian information. Leszone, one of the informative websites, was written 
and managed by a local lesbian whom I had known for several years. Leszone 
provided varieties of information such as introduction to lesbian books and lesbian 
pubs, and included a message board and a friend-seeking column. Furthermore, it 
linked up at least forty lesbian websites. (3) Personal websites. Individual lesbians 
shared their love stories and photos through writing personal websites. Some of the 
websites included a friend-seeking column and linked up other lesbian websites. 
7 Literally, ''tiihngjT means comrade. In the early 1990s, a few gay and lesbian activists in Hong 
Kong adopted the term of "tuhng ji" to represent gays and lesbians. Chou Wah-shan, a scholar 
specialized in tuhng ji study, explained the meanings of adopting the term of "tuhng ji": first, "tuhng 
ji" avoided the negative meaning associated with homosexuality such as buggery and abnormality; 
second, "tuhng ji" transcended the boundaries between different sexual orientations {The Economic 
Journal. 1995. "Tuhngji joahm cheut loih “ 29 Jan). 
" T h e Chinese lesbian websites mainly belonged to Hong Kong people and Taiwanese. 
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In general, a lesbian website often includes a message board and a 
friend-seeking column. New messages with variant content such as love affairs, the 
death of Leslie Cheung^ and the outbreak of SARS � were posted on message 
boards almost everyday. On the message board of Proud of Lesbos, I found that some 
participants were interested in discussing TB bodies. For example, a TB asked how 
she could dress up to be a smart TB. Besides, a participant commenting TBs were 
copycats of men was criticized by another participant who argued that everyone was 
free to choose gender as well as clothing. 
A friend-seeking column usually has already pre-set some blanks such as name, 
gender，age, hobbies and ICQ number for participants to fill in. Participants can 
choose to leave their own details or contact the listed participants on ICQ. Lesbians 
rarely filled "female" in the blank of gender but "TB" or “TBG” because every 
participant was assumed to be a female at the very beginning. Usually, “TB/ TBG" 
was listed next to the blank of gender in order to avoid participants from filling 
"female" in it. Ah-chi (age 26) said that she stated her gender as "TB" when she 
filled in personal information in the lesbian friend-seeking columns. She explained: 
I state my gender as TB in lesbian friend-seeking columns because people 
9 Leslie Cheung, a local-bom Cantonese male singer, disclosed his same-sex orientation to the public 
and was seen as a gay icon in Hong Kong. On 1 April 2003, he committed suicide and his death 
astonished the whole society. 
10 SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome) spread fast in Hong Kong from March of 2003 
onwards. World Health Organization (WHO) announced Hong Kong as an infected area on 16 March 
and issued travel advice on 2 April. On 23 June 2003, WHO removed Hong Kong from its list of 
infected area. 
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can guess what kind of person I am generally. For example, they can guess 
that I should look masculine instead of feminine and I should take a boyfriend 
role in a relationship. 
Wai-ping (age 15) also stated her gender as "TB" in lesbian friend-seeking 
columns. She explained: 
Lesbians usually categorize each other from appearance, for example, you 
look masculine you should be a TB, or you look feminine you should be a 
TBG. I think my appearance is quite masculine and like a TB. Moreover, I do 
identify myself as a TB. As a result, I state my gender as TB in lesbian 
friend-seeking columns. 
Apart from conducting interviews, I also obtained six TBs' ICQ numbers from 
the lesbian friend-seeking columns and chatted with them on ICQ. Four of them 
asked me "TB/TBG?" once after greeting each other with "hi". I answered two of 
them with “I don't know" in order to test their response, and then questions regarding 
appearance such as "short hair or long hair", "appearance is like a boy or not" 
followed. They just tried to confirm which identity I belonged to. I asked one of them 
why she was so eager to know my sexual identity. She explained: 
Of course I need to know. Otherwise, I don't know what I should talk to you. 
Fm a TB. If you're also a TB, I'd like to share our common experience in 
daily life. If you're a TBG, I may want to know how TBGs evaluate TBs 
generally and what types of TBs can attract TBGs. 
The underlying thinking of role-play TB/TBG is: a "TB-TBG" relationship is 
romantic love; a "TB-TB" relationship is brotherhood because both parties take a 
male sex role. If I am a TB, that TB treats me as a "brother" of her. If I am a TBG, 
she treats me as a "potential lover". Similarly, Ah-chi and Wai-ping stated their 
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gender as TB in friend-seeking columns because it could let other TBs identify them 
as "brother" and let TBGs identify them as “potential lover". Lesbians were eager to 
know each other's sexual identity (i.e. TB or TBG) because they could foresee what 
kind of relationship (i.e. brotherhood or romantic love) could be developed with each 
lesbian. 
In pubs or service groups, lesbians could categorize each other into either TB or 
TBG from appearance. As a result, it is uncommon and a bit rude to ask a lesbian the 
question of "TB/TBG?" directly. However in virtual reality where people were 
invisible to each other, lesbians could not identify who were TBs and who were 
TBGs from appearance. As a result, they stated their sexual identity clearly in 
friend-seeking columns or simply asked whether you were a TB or a TBG directly on 
ICQ. 
TBs seldom restrict themselves to one lesbian community only. They sometimes 
go to pubs, sometimes join lesbian service groups and sometimes browse lesbian 
websites. Each section of lesbian community possesses its own feature. Lesbian pub 
is a highly performative context where TBs usually drink beer and sing male pop 
songs. A typical masculine TB image was clearly displayed in the context of lesbian 
pub. On the contrary, the context of lesbian service group is warm and cosy where 
TBs can share common experience and difficulty. In virtual reality where people are 
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invisible, a sexual identity (i.e. TB or TBG) is like a pass that disclosing the sexual 
identity is almost a must at the very beginning of ICQ chat as well as in 
friend-seeking columns. 
Influence of the lesbian community on TBs，masculinities 
Common features of TBs' bodies 
In the lesbian community, I can identify at least two common features among 
TBs，bodies: 1) short hair, and 2) flat chest. TBs，short hair and flat chest are not 
simply personal choices but also results of interacting with other lesbian friends and 
learning values in the lesbian community. When a group of TBs begin to employ 
short hair and flat chest, which are the conventional masculine bodily features, in 
order to highlight their masculinities in the lesbian community, other lesbians can 
recognize that their short hair and flat chest coexist with their TB identity. Gradually, 
short hair and flat chest form a coherent linkage with the TB identity. More and more 
TBs embody the TB identity through employing these two bodily features. TBs 
having short haircut and flat chest become a kind of norms in the lesbian community 
eventually. 
Short hair 
All of my informants cut their hair above the ears. Some cut it to 2cm long but 
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some kept longer sideboards. Except Ying-wai, none of my informants admit the 
relationship between sexual orientation and hair length. The others (aged 16 to 37) 
all claimed that they cut their hair short because they felt comfortable, convenient, 
and fashionable. Why did they keep short hair after coming out? Some informants 
have kept long hair for many years before coming out, but they never keep it long 
again after coming out. Is this simply just the matter of convenience and fashion? 
Does cutting hair short really have no relationship with the identity of tomboy? 
Although my informants did not admit that they cut their hair short because of 
their sexual identity or sexual orientation, short hair does bear special meanings 
among TBs in Hong Kong. Ah-chi said that she had short hair in the last ten years 
because she liked the feeling. She added that she would look like a girl if she had 
longer hair. Obviously, in Ah-chi's case, short hair does mean something to her. 
Yat-ching said that she adjusted her hair length intentionally when she dated 
girls. She said: 
Two years ago, I fell for a TBG who was very feminine and was looking for a 
TB lover to protect her. So, I had my hair cut even shorter in order to look 
like a TB. Three months ago, I met my current girlfriend. She said that she 
didn't like girls who were too masculine. After knowing her preference, I 
decided to let my hair grow a bit longer and changed my appearance a little 
bit. 
Ah-wah was similar to Yat-ching as she also adjusted the length of her hair 
when she wanted to date girls. She said, "When I want to date a girl, I'll cut my hair 
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shorter in order to look like a TB. My hair length is an indicator of whether I 'm 
dating girls or not." 
The experience of Ah-chi, Yat-ching, and Ah-wah shows that short hair means 
masculinity which matches with and reinforces the TB identity. The strategic 
adjustment of hair lengths in Yat-ching's and Ah-wah's cases indicate the 
relationship between the hair length and the TB identity. However, as discussed 
before, my informants, except Ying-wai，did not admit the relationship between their 
short hair and the TB identity. It seems that their attitudes were quite defensive. 
Why? 
Probably TBs think that if they admit the relationship between short hair and the 
TB identity, people may consider that they build a male image intentionally and may 
further misinterpret that they imitate a man. Undeniably, the comment of "imitating a 
man" is negative and problematic. If we say that a woman imitates a man, it implies 
that being a man is better than being a woman. Moreover, from a feminist 
perspective, the phrase of "imitating a man" manifests the hegemony of male 
masculinity because it denies the right of displaying masculinities on women's 
bodies. As a result, TBs dislike people saying that they imitate a man because it 
implies the inferior status of women as well as denies the possibility of displaying 
masculinities on women's bodies. On the contrary, TBs usually appreciate when 
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somebody comment that their masculine appearance is like a handsome boy because 
"handsome boy" is a positive comment of a masculine appearance. 
Flat Chest 
Undeniably, the female breast is an icon of female bodies. Yalom (2000) 
reported a Sweden survey that thirty-nine women, who had enlarged their breast 
through plastic surgery, said that the size of breast represented the degree of 
femininity. Most of the interviewees felt bad with their flat chest; after surgery they 
became more confident and their sexual relationship was improved significantly 
(2000:306). In Hong Kong, women also consider the size of breast as an indicator of 
the degree of femininity even though breast augmentation is not common. New 
designs with improved functions of "magic bra" are sold in the market every year; 
pills and ointment alleged for enlarging breast are advertised on newspaper every 
day. 
As the size of the breasts indicates the degree of femininity, most TBs tend to 
hide their breasts. Ah-shun (age 30) said that she would not accept herself having 
large breasts because it conflicted with her TB identity. Ah-chi (age 26) shared 
similar view with Ah-shun. She casually said that a TB should bind her breasts if the 
size was too large. Siu-kwan (age 32) said that she chose to wear loose T-shirts 
because her breasts would not be shown clearly under loose T-shirts. Wai-ping (age 
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15) and Wing-lim (age 22) both expressed their eagerness of having smaller breasts. 
Though what Ah-shun, Ah-chi, Siu-kwan, Wai-ping and Wing-lim thought may not 
be shared by all TBs, their opinions reveal that at least some TBs are very concerned 
about their breast size. How do TBs handle this feminine icon which conflicts with 
their TB identity? 
Below I identify three major strategies used by TBs. First, they avoided wearing 
tight-fitting clothes. All my informants seldom wore tight-fitting clothes. As seen in 
lesbian pubs, many TBs wore the clothing in ba aija istyle, i.e. over-sized T-shirt and 
loose trousers. From a practical perspective, TBs can hide their breasts and hips 
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under the loose ba aija iclothes. Several years ago, it was very fashionable for men 
to wear tight-fitting clothes. However, hardly any TBs wore those men's tight-fitting 
clothes at that time. It is because those tight-fitting clothes make the shape of breasts 
more obvious. 
Second, they wore bra-top instead of the traditional bra. Ah-chi (age 26), 
Ah-yan (age 26) and Ah-ting (age 36) claimed that they wore bra-top instead of the 
traditional bra because they wanted to minimize their breast size. Ah-ting wore the 
bra-top only when she met her lesbian friends, as she wanted to highlight her 
masculinity especially in the lesbian community. Ah-chi had already worn the 
bra-top for many several years before entering the lesbian community. In August 
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2001，Ah-chi planned to join a large-scale lesbian party of two hundreds participants. 
She said that she had thought of binding her breasts in order to be smarter at that 
party, but she did not bind her breasts at the end. It was because she had difficulty in 
buying the special vest for breast-binding. Firstly, the special vest has to be ordered 
from overseas, and the transaction is done on the Internet. Ah-chi did not have a 
computer at home. It would be extremely inconvenient for her to buy the special vest. 
Secondly, the special vest costs around four hundreds Hong Kong dollars. After 
considering the ordering method and the price, Ah-chi found it not worth doing. 
Third, they bound their breasts. Breast-binding is not prevalent among the 
lesbian community. Only one of my informants, Wai-ping (age 15), bound her breast. 
As discussed before, buying a special vest for breast-binding is a bit complicated in 
Hong Kong. Moreover, the practice of breast-binding is controversial among lesbians. 
Some lesbians accept TBs practiced breast-binding; however some do not. Ah-Wing， 
a lesbian, considered breast-binding to be an extreme behavior to imitate man 
because breast-binding had violated nature. When the practice of breast-binding is 
still controversial in lesbian community, it faces even more pressures when dealing 
with family members. Wai-ping shared her experiences and strategies in binding 
breasts: 
Half a year ago, I have designed my own underwear for binding breast. I just 
sewed the bandage onto the upper front part of my underwear. The length of 
the bandage is shorter than my breast size, so the bandage can bind my breast. 
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As the bandage becomes loose easily, I have to fix it regularly. I know about 
breast-binding from the Internet since Form One. Taiwan has a kind of 
special vest designed for TBs to bind breasts. However, it is too expensive 
and also inconvenient for me to order it from overseas. 
I can't let my parents know about my practice of breast-binding, so I have to 
wash it myself and hang it to dry in my bedroom secretly. Luckily, my 
bedroom is messy enough. School dress, T-shirt and jacket are all hanged out 
at the end of my bed. I just hang that underwear there and my mother never 
recognizes it. I pretend to wear a bra everyday by putting a clean bra in the 
basket and let my mother wash it on the next day. Otherwise, she may suspect 
that I haven't worn it. 
I can't bind my breasts when I have to play basketball or exercise on that day. 
It's because I can't breathe very well after binding my breasts. I only bind 
them when I meet important friends because I want myself to look smarter. 
These friends are not my girlfriends but my basketball team members. I treat 
them as my best friends. 
Wai-ping is careful in practicing breast-binding. She has to fix the special 
underwear regularly, has to store it in a secret place, has to pretend wearing a bra 
everyday, and has to remind herself not to bind her breasts on some occasions. 
Though breast-binding seems to be a personal choice, it is not a effortless practice. 
Identifying as a TB 
Many TBs had not heard the term "TB" until they entered the lesbian 
community. In the lesbian community, they could learn the meaning of taking a TB 
identity through interacting with other lesbians. As the meaning of taking a sexual 
identity was shared among them, many of them adopted the TB identity. In this 
section, I study the interactions between TBs and their lesbian friends in order to 
understand the influence of the lesbian community on TBs’ identity. 
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Peer group influence 
Ah-ting (age 36) and Ah-kwan (age 24) said that their lesbian friends identified 
them as a TB once they entered the lesbian community. In the lesbian community, 
they learned that "TB" referred to a girl who had a masculine appearance and took a 
masculine role in a same-sex relationship. Both of them agreed that the definition of 
TB fitted their appearance and character; as a result, they identified themselves as a 
TB. 
I met Ah-ting three years ago. Some of my lesbian friends asked me to have a 
drink one night. They introduced Ah-ting, a woman with shoulder-length hair, to me. 
One of my friends told me that Ah-ting had just entered the lesbian community. After 
several months when I saw Ah-ting again, she already had her hair cut above her 
ears. 
In the interview, Ah-ting said that she identified herself as a TB because other 
people labeled her as a TB once she entered the lesbian community. She said: 
Once I entered the lesbian community, people took it for granted that I should 
be a TB. As they took it for granted, I just responded to them that I am a TB. 
Ah-ting seemed to be comfortable when people labeled her as a tomboy. I asked 
her, "Three years ago, had you ever thought that you would be a TB?" 
She said: 
I knew that I liked girls and played a man's role in a relationship many years 
ago. Girls usually want to imitate the pretty girl; however I don't. I want the 
pretty girl to be my girlfriend and want to hug her. After knowing many 
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lesbian friends in the lesbian community, I know that "TB" is used to 
represent lesbians who play a man's role. 
In the lesbian community, Ah-ting learned that "TB" meant a masculine lesbian 
who played a masculine role and she found that many lesbian friends identified her 
as a TB. She considered that "TB" fitted her very much because she used to play a 
man's role in a relationship. After identifying herself as a TB, Ah-ting adopted the 
two major items of expressive equipment, i.e. short hair and flat chest, to build a TB 
impression. She cut her hair short above ears shortly after entering lesbian 
community. Moreover, she said that she wore a bra-top to minimize her breast size 
when she went to lesbian pubs. 
Ah-kwan shared similar experience with Ah-ting that she identified herself as a 
TB because her lesbian friend said so. However, her first experience in meeting 
lesbian friends was in virtual reality. She described her process of entering the 
lesbian community: 
I recognized my same-sex desire at the age of nine. After staying with my 
first girlfriend in Form Six, I began to think about what lesbianism was. I 
thought that I was quite masculine; however, I didn't know what TB/TBG 
was at that time. Half a year later, I began to chat on ICQ. One of my 
net-friends asked me whether I loved girls or not. I replied yes to her, and 
then she said that it was lesbianism. I didn't know what it was and I asked her 
whether any categories could be distinguished under lesbianism. She 
introduced me to the categories of TB and TBG. I described my appearance 
and the interaction with my girlfriend to her. She said that I should be a TB 
according to my appearance and my behaviors. A few lesbian net-friends also 
said that I was a TB when I described my appearance and the interaction with 
my girlfriend to them. 
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"Why you think you're masculine?" I asked. 
She replied: 
I help my girlfriend to carry heavy things and open door. I always consider 
that these are the attributes of being a gentleman. I don't define myself as a 
TB at the very beginning; however, people said that I should be one when I 
told them my appearance and behaviors. Moreover, I am more masculine than 
my girlfriend in fact. As a result, I identify myself as a TB. 
Ah-kwan highly valued the importance of the lesbian websites and the ICQ chat 
to her TB identity: 
If I have never accessed the Internet and asked my net-friends on ICQ about 
the meanings of TB/TBG, I may never know about this kind of terms. 
Everyone does not know each other in virtual reality; as a result, we can 
freely discuss any matters related to sexuality. 
Ah-kwan said that she seldom went to lesbian pubs because she preferred ICQ 
chat with lesbian friends. Three years ago, she broke up with her first girlfriend and 
she began to go to lesbian pubs for fun. 
She described the pub scene: 
My friends introduced other new friends to me at the pub. However, I seldom 
talked to the new friends. I just liked playing with my own group of friends. 
Perhaps, I'm reserved, so I don't make many new friends at the pubs. 
"Did you dress up differently in the lesbian pubs?" I asked. 
Ah-kwan said: 
No, I just wore T-shirt and jeans as usual. However, some of my TB friends 
said that I was not masculine enough and was not like a TB at all. They 
suggested me to cut my hair shorter and wear the baan j i i clothes. Some of 
them even accompanied me to buy new clothes. 
Recently, Ah-kwan engaged in a relationship again. As a result, she seldom 
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went to lesbian pubs for fun and did not buy the baan jai clothes anymore. She said: 
I don't dress up like a baan jai now. Sometimes, I wear the baan jai clothes 
when I just found them by a coincidence. However, I prefer the casual T-shirt 
and jeans. I won't dress up like a TB intentionally. 
On the ICQ chat, Ah-kwan learned the meaning of TB and was identified as a 
TB by her net-friends. Ah-kwan accepted the TB identity willingly because she 
found that the meaning of TB fitted her usual masculine appearance and "gentleman" 
attitudes. In the pub, Ah-kwan found that her appearance was not as masculine as 
other TBs. She had to cut her hair shorter and wear the baan jai clothes in order to 
tone up her masculinity. 
Unlike Ah-ting and Ah-kwan who entered the lesbian community after 
confirming their same-sex orientation, Wai-ping (age 15) said that she had already 
visited lesbian websites since Form One although she had not confirmed her 
same-sex desire at that time. After she had fell for a girl last year, she confirmed her 
same-sex desire and claimed herself as a TB at once. 
Wai-ping was like a boy since her childhood. She explained that her parents cut 
her hair short and never bought dresses or any feminine clothes for her because she 
always ran and played around so short hair and gender-neutral clothes seemed to be 
more suitable for her. Wai-ping described the influence of the lesbian websites on 
her: 
I have been accessing the Internet since Form One. Before confirming my 
same-sex desire, I have been browsing the lesbian websites and learned the 
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terms of TB/TBG, lesbian and gay. TB refers to a girl who loves another girl, 
and her appearance and her personality are like a boy. 
Apart from browsing the lesbian websites, Wai-ping also chatted with other 
lesbian friends on ICQ and learned much lesbian information from it. When I asked 
her, "Has any friends told you that there are lower-form girls worshipping the 
higher-form girls at school?" She said: 
I've known about this on the Internet. Apart from the lesbian websites, ICQ 
chat with other lesbians also enabled me to know many other things. For 
example, some couples are constituted of two TBs, and some are of two 
TBGs. 
Wai-ping had been asked about her sexual identity even though she had not 
identified her as a TB yet. It is because lesbians were eager to know each other's 
sexual identity and they asked the question of "TB/TBG?" directly on ICQ chat. 
Wai-ping recognized the important of taking a sexual identity in the lesbian 
community from the question of "TB/TBG?" so she began to think about her sexual 
identity. After confirming her same-sex desire last year, she found that she fitted the 
definition of a TB exactly and she identified her as a TB at once. 
The peer group influence is the major factor that influences Ah-ting, Ah-kwan 
and Wai-ping to adopt the TB identity. Lesbians were eager to distinguish who were 
TBs and TBGs in order to confirm what kind of relationship, i.e. brotherhood or 
romantic love, could be built with each other. As a result, Ah-ting and Ah-kwan were 
categorized as TBs from their appearance and behaviors once they entered the 
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lesbian community, and Wai-ping was asked about her sexual identity at the 
beginning of ICQ chat. Under the peer group influence, Ah-ting, Ah-kwan and 
Wai-ping have to decide their sexual identity once entered the lesbian community. 
Meanings of taking a TB identity 
The TB identity also provides some significant meanings otherwise TBs would 
not take it as an identity. The narratives of Ah-fong (age 30) and Ying-wai (age 32) 
show how the underlying meanings of the TB identity influence their self-perception. 
Ah-fong was identified as a TB once she had known a group of lesbians. She 
said: 
At the age of 16，I recognized my passion for girls. One of my friends was a 
TB and she introduced her lesbian friends to me. People around me told me 
that I was a TB and TBs were just like me - a girl but masculine. In fact, I 
like the identity of “TB” very much. The identities of "Mr." or "Miss" can't 
represent me and make me feel embarrassed. "TB" is such a good identity 
that mixes both "Mr." and "Miss". I feel comfortable to identify myself as a 
TB. 
Ah-fong disliked the either “Mr.” or "Miss" identity because she considered that 
she was in an embarrassed position under the conventional gender identities — not 
totally a lady but not totally a gentleman. The TB identity is significantly meaningfiil 
to her because it mixes masculinity with a female body. Ah-fong considered "TB" as 
a meaningful identity that could represent her wholly. 
To Ah-fong, the TB identity is meaningful because it could represent her gender 
wholly. To Ying-wai, the TB identity is extraordinary meaningful because it enabled 
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her to get rid of the sense of inferiority and develop a lesbian relationship 
confidently. 
The first time I met Ying-wai was at a gay and lesbian reunion gathering^ four 
years ago. Ying-wai was a newcomer, so I talked to her after the gathering. Then, she 
invited me to go to a chdh chaan teng (a Hong Kong style cafe,茶餐廳）nearby. 
After we seated for a short while, she told me that she was unhappy for many years 
due to the conflict between her belief and her sexuality. On the first day we met, 
Ying-wai had already told me many of her experiences especially the unhappy stories. 
It showed that Ying-wai was desperate to gain support in the lesbian community. 
During the interview, Ying-wai described her difficult feelings before entering 
the lesbian community: 
In Form One, I was in love with a female classmate who was also a good 
friend of mine. However, our society disapproved it and I blamed myself for 
being attracted to girls. Sometimes I wanted to tell her that I fell for her; 
however, I dared not to because we could not start a normal relationship. In 
Form Two，we were arranged into different classes and I thought that it was a 
good chance to stop my passion so I was cool to her. This relationship hurt 
me so much, and I had been depressed for at least two years. 
Apart from this first love, Ying-wai had also shared her two other hurting 
relationships: 
In Form Four, I started a relationship with a girl who was a Church member. 
However, I found that we did not have any way out because we were 
Wing-limtians. Moreover I could not make her happy because we could not 
11 In the reunion gathering, chairpersons of several gay and lesbian organizations evaluated their work 
and contribution in past years. It was informal and welcomed anyone to join. 
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get married. I thought that she had the chance of marrying a man, so I decided 
to detach from this relationship. Several years later, I was in love with a 
married woman who was a colleague of mine. Her husband was very capable. 
Compared with him, I was less capable. I lack confidence and was unhappy. 
The three girls I loved were not lesbians so I thought that they needed a man 
to take care of them. I was not a man, and I did not fit the standard of being a 
man as well: I was less capable and could not get married with any of them. I 
lack confidence and was unhappy. My sadness affected my health seriously 
so my grey hair grew since my adolescence. 
After joining activities held by lesbian service groups, Ying-wai knew many 
lesbian friends and understood more about lesbianism than before. She said: 
In the past, I just thought that all feminine girls needed to get married finally 
so I could not imagine having a stable relationship with a girl. Now, I know 
that there are many TBGs who love TBs. At the very beginning, I did not 
understand why a TBG did not choose a man but a TB. After talking with my 
friends, I knew that many TBGs couldn't accept men's bodies but love 
masculine girls only. 
Ying-wai started a stable relationship with a girl after entering the lesbian 
community for two years. She was happy with this relationship. She said: 
In the past, my girlfriends were not lesbians. They needed a husband, children 
and a complete family. As I could not satisfy their needs I would feel very 
sorry. Now, I'm a TB and my girlfriend is a TBG. She understands that we 
cannot get married or have children. I won't feel sorry like before. 
In the past, Ying-wai always compared herself with men because her girlfriends 
used to engage in heterosexual relationship. Although her girlfriends never criticized 
her being incapable, she still detached from those relationships because she thought 
that a "real" boyfriend and marriage would make her girlfriends happier. After 
identifying herself as a TB, Ying-wai became more confident and happier. She did 
not compare herself with men anymore because TBGs did not love men but TBs. 
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Moreover, she did not feel sorry about the impossibility of getting married. Most 
importantly, she felt that her life was hopeful because she could confidently develop 
a relationship with someone she loved. 
Diversity within the lesbian community 
Identity 
Ah-ting, Ah-kwan, Wai-ping, Ah-fong and Ying-wai decided to identify 
themselves as a TB because the TB identity advantageous to them. The TB identity 
works like a pass when lesbian friends asked them about their sexual identity. It 
provides an alternative when they felt nervous about the "Mr." or "Miss" identities. 
Moreover it confirms the feasibility of developing a stable relationship with another 
girl. However, individual lesbians, being social agents, can deploy power to "act 
otherwise" (Giddens 1984:14) and reject engaging in the TB/TBG role-play. 
Yat-ching (age 37) and Kit-man (age 16) did not claim themselves as a TB. It is 
interesting that although they did not identify themselves as a TB they still dress up 
like a TB. Indeed they understood the meanings of masculinity inside the lesbian 
community and they knew that many lesbians saw them as TBs. Their rejection of 
taking a TB identity shows that there are exceptions from the norm inside the lesbian 
community. In this section, firstly I am going to explain why these two infomiants 
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have rejected the TB identity. Secondly, I will outline the alternatives available. 
Yat-ching explained to me that she used her masculine appearance to attract 
TBGs. She said: 
I never claim myself as a TB. However, my lesbian friends always said Vm 
one because I'm more masculine than them. For example, my lesbian friends 
always said, “Yat-ching，you should date that pretty girl because you're 
handsome enough." Although they labeled me as a TB, I did not care at all. In 
fact, I employ the TB/TBG role-play as a strategy to approach girls. Two 
years ago, I fell for a TBG who was very feminine and was looking for a TB 
lover to protect her. So, I had my hair cut even shorter in order to look like a 
TB. 
On the other hand, Kit-man used a masculine appearance to express her 
masculine sex role. She said: 
I look masculine so I expect it's me who should take a care-giving role in a 
relationship. A year ago, I had a six-month relationship with one of my 
female classmates. I really wanted to take care of her; however, I lacked the 
confidence and dared not do it. She was good at her studies so it seemed that 
she did not need me. Although I hadn't actually done anything to take care of 
her, I think that I did take a masculine role in that relationship. 
In fact, as far as I could observe, many TBs keep a masculine appearance for the 
purpose of attracting TBGs and justifying their masculine sex role. The explanations 
given by Yat-ching and Kit-man were quite prevalent among TBs. So, why did 
yat-ching and Kit-man refuse the TB identity? 
Kit-man studied in a girls' school in Kowloon. She said that there were many 
TBs in her school, especially in the basketball team. She knew that some TBs had 
girlfriends in school. TBs in the senior classes even had girlfriends outside the school. 
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Kit-man generalized a set of features from TBs she met and she told me her 
definition of “TB”： 
(1) TBs speak in an exaggeratedly low-pitched voice. (2) Some of them 
smoke. (3) They prohibit their girlfriends from looking at boys or other TBs. 
(4) They have many girlfriends. (5) They bind their breasts. (6) They refuse 
to swim. (7) They insist to change clothes in the toilet stall but never in the 
changing room. (8) They are naughty and like arguing with teachers in 
class. 12 
Kit-man did not consider herself a TB because she did not possess any of the 
above features and she disliked all of them. Moreover, she refused the categorization 
of TB and TBG. She said: 
Why do we need to categorize ourselves into either TB or TBG? Our society 
has already got homosexuality, bisexuality and heterosexuality. If lesbians 
categorize themselves into TB or TBG, aren't there too many categories? 
Under these definitions, a TB can pair off with a TBG only. It's too 
restrictive. 
Kit-man commented that the TB identity could turn into a restriction on 
appearance and limitation on choosing lovers. 
The TB identity enables many lesbians to feel certain about their sexual 
orientation as well as their masculine female bodies. However, when the TB identity 
is defined in such a clear and detailed fashion, it has the effect of turning the 
TB/TBG role-play into a rule. The TB identity and the TB/TBG role-play transform 
into restrictions, or, as Butler argues, a "truth" of sex. She writes: 
The notion that there might be a "truth" of sex, as Foucault ironically terms it, 
is produced precisely through the regulatory practices that generate coherent 
12 I numbered the eight features for Kit-man. 
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identities through the matrix of coherent gender (1999: 23). 
Under the TB/TBG dichotomy, the TB identity cannot be mixed up with the 
TBG identity. TBs follow the regulatory practices such as cutting their hair short and 
hiding their breasts. If they dress up in a masculine way today but a feminine way 
tomorrow, they will be perceived as incoherent and the TB identity will collapse. As 
TBs reinforce the regulatory practices day by day，"TB" as an identity is naturalized 
and gradually becomes a "truth". When this happens, TBs must possess certain 
masculine attributes. Although TBs violate the compulsory heterosexuality^^, they 
constitute another kind of naturalized gender, namely, "compulsory tomboyism". 
Yat-ching and Kit-man recognized the restrictive aspect of taking up a TB identity so 
they never identified themselves as a TB. But as they realized the advantage of the 
identity within the community, they did not mind using the TB/TBG role-play as a 
strategy to date feminine girls. 
Yat-ching and Kit-man demonstrated the restrictive aspect of TB identity, and 
they simultaneously showed that lesbians have the freedom to reject the prevalent 
TB/TBG role-play. In the following, I will describe the alternatives available in the 
lesbian community. 
Adrienne Rich (1981) uses the term of "compulsory heterosexuality" to highlight the dominance of 
heterosexuality. In her article of "Compulsory Heterosexuality and Lesbian Existence," she argues 
how the compulsory heterosexuality disempowers women, and neglects the existence of lesbians. 
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Being a Pure 
Apart from the predominant TB/TBG role-play, the identity called "pure" is 
adopted by some lesbians in Hong Kong. They refuse to put themselves under the 
either-or categorization. Chou translates the term into Chinese as hu-fen (不分)and 
into English as "unclassified" (2000:241). But the translations do not seem to be 
popular, and lesbians who refuse the TB/TBG categorization usually identify 
themselves as "pure". 
Literally, pure means not mixed with other substances. The term was adopted 
because those lesbians do not want to be mixed up with TBs and TBGs. "Pure" is 
taken to mean "pure lesbian" without any role-playing. Regarding the appearance, as 
pures reject the TB/TBG role-play they present neither a masculine (TB) nor a 
feminine (TBG) appearance. In other words, they try to present a gender-neutral 
appearance. For example, they seldom put on masculine icons such as a tie, or 
feminine icons such as wearing red lipstick 
Suet-ming (age 24) gave an interesting explanation of "pure". She said: 
The pronunciation of the word "pure" sounds like the Chinese character 飄 
(piu). Piu means to float, and it just matches the underlying meaning of 
“pure，，- rejection of any categorization. 
Suet-ming was not very serious when she told me this explanation. She said it was 
just an idea that was spread among her friends. In fact, I have not heard about this 
from other lesbians. Although Suet-ming's explanation is like a joke, her association 
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of the term "pure" and the Chinese character 飄 (p iu ) can reflect the features of 
rejecting being categorized of those pures. 
Siu-po is an interesting case ~ she embodies the diversity of the lesbian 
community. Siu-po identified herself as a TB in secondary school but abandoned this 
identity since Form Six. In Form Seven, she learned about the "pure" identity and 
began to adopt it. When I asked her why she still maintained a masculine appearance, 
she gave me an unexpected answer. She said: 
I think it's funny to be a deviant person. A few years ago, the media liked 
portraying TBs as abnormal and deviant. I used to think, "I 'm deviant, so 
what!，，Now, I like challenging the definition of TB. I make myself look 
unisex intentionally. I don't wear a dress, but I like to do facial massage and I 
always tell my friends which brand of facial product is good. When people 
comment that I have an alternative style, I think it's very funny. 
Siu-po shared with me the process in which she abandoned the TB identity and 
took up the pure identity eventually. She recounted her experience: 
In secondary school, I considered that masculinity, such as good at sports and 
having a masculine appearance, was superior. As a result, I cut my hair very 
short and claimed myself as a TB. However, the Hong Kong Certificate of 
Education Examination (HKCEE)^"^ woke me up! Many TBs in my school 
got bad results, and I began to recognize that TBs did not represent 
superiority anymore. As you know, the academic performance is extremely 
important in valuing a person in school. After the HKCEE, my TB identity 
began to fade away. In Form Seven, I began to read books written by some 
local gays and lesbians, and I learned about the term "pure". Now I don't 
identify myself as a TB but a Pure. I found that I could be my true self after 
abandoning the TB identity. Although I still like to put my foot on the chair 
when I sit down, the purpose is different. In the past, I aimed at presenting 
M The Hong Kong Certificate of Education Examination is an open examination for Form five 
students. The passing of this open examination is a pre-requisite for continuing the sixth form study. 
This open examination is extremely important for students who prepare for further study. 
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masculinity; now, I aim at feeling comfortable. 
Siu-po dressed up like a TB but at the same time she liked facial massage. She 
thought her "alternative style", a mixture of masculinity and femininity, could 
challenge the conventional norms and she enjoyed doing so. Her perspective is 
similar to Butler's view in Gender Trouble (1999): 
This text [Gender Trouble] continues, then, as an effort to think through the 
possibility of subverting and displacing those naturalized and reified notions 
of gender that support masculine hegemony and heterosexist power, to make 
gender trouble, not through the strategies that figure a Utopian beyond, but 
through the mobilization, subversive confusion, and proliferation of precisely 
those constitutive categories that seek to keep gender in its place by posturing 
as the foundational illusions of identity (1999:44). 
Butler argues that subverting regulatory practices can denaturalize the gender 
identity. Siu-po denaturalized the TB identity by displaying both masculinity and 
femininity on her body. 
At the end of the interview, I asked Siu-po, "Why don't you wear a dress?" She 
explained in a matter-of-fact manner, "Facial massage is good to my skin but 
wearing a dress is inconvenient." 
Although Siu-po stated that her "alternative style" could subvert the TB identity, 
she did not accept all kinds of “alternative style". She refused to wear a dress even 
though it might be a more critical way to challenge her friends' conventional 
thinking. The act of wearing a dress would be so subversive that other lesbians could 
not understand her and just regarded her as "incoherent". This reflects that an 
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"alternative style" still needs to be coherent. Butler explains why individuals need to 
be coherent and intelligible. She says: 
The very notion of "the person" is called into question by the cultural 
emergence of those "incoherent" or "discontinuous" gendered beings who 
appear to be persons but who fail to conform to the gendered norms of 
cultural intelligibility by which persons are defined (1999:23). 
Definitely Siu-po had made a good attempt to challenge and subvert the TB 
identity as well as embodied the diversity of being a lesbian. However, she still 
needed to maintain herself as a coherent person and could not do something that 
would be considered too subversive because she needed to interact and communicate 
with other members of the lesbian community. 
Sexuality 
Inside the lesbian community, every member is expected to have passion for 
women only. However, some of my informants said that they have passion for both 
women and men. 
Yat-ching (age 37) shared her story about her passion for both sexes: 
In Form One I already knew my passion for girls. I had secret crushes on a 
few girls in my secondary schools as well as in the university. However, I 
never made advances to any of them. It was because I did not feel bad with 
men and I thought that I could fall for men. Moreover, at that time I still 
considered that heterosexuality was more normal and easier to be accepted by 
society. In my late twenties, I fell in love with a man. We were together for 
one year only. We broke up because our personalities did not match, not 
because of our sexual orientation. I also realized that I was more attracted to 
girls. After that heterosexual relationship, I began to access the lesbian 
commimity. In these past five years, I have had three girlfriends. Up till the 
present, I still think that the path for lesbians is very tough and difficult. 
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However, I just can't stop my passion for girls. 
Suet-ming (age 24) said that she never thought about her same-sex desire until 
one female classmate made advances to her: 
In Form Six, a female classmate made advances to me. I was shocked and 
rejected her immediately. After that incident, I began to think about my 
sexuality and I asked myself whether I could fall for girls or not. A few years 
later, I met a girl I loved and we started a relationship. My belief is: love 
should not be constrained by gender. I can love a man as well as a woman. 
The stories of Yat-ching and Suet-ming show that sexuality is such a 
complicated matter that one may be attracted to a man today and be attracted to a 
woman the next day. Even lesbians who are expected to love women only do not 
deny their passion for men. However, lesbians do not talk of their passion for men 
and rarely mention their past heterosexual relationships because bisexuality is 
perceived as an act of betrayal (Choi 1997:341). Mak and King (2000) also report 
that some lesbians consider that having a bisexual orientation is being disloyal to 
both homosexuality and heterosexuality. 
Queer 
Despite the marginal situation of bisexuality and the hegemony of lesbianism, 
within the lesbian community, a group of lesbians advocated the concept of queer 
and established a sexual minority group named Queer Sisters in 1994 (Choi 
1997:341). Choi interviewed the organizers of Queer Sisters who told her: 
The concept of queer emphasizes inclusiveness that means society should 
accept individuals' sexual orientations which may be different from the 
mainstream, for example bisexuality, transgender, transvestites and S/M. The 
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concept of queer recognizes and accepts that there are different kinds of 
people and many possibilities in the world (Choi 1997: 341). 
Queer Sisters challenged the hegemony of lesbianism by emphasizing the 
diversity of women's sexuality as well as the importance of inclusiveness. This 
organization aimed at enlarging the diversity of sexuality apart from heterosexuality 
and homosexuality. The organization welcomed members who had sexual 
orientations different from the mainstream. Although the concept of queer is still not 
commonly spread among lesbians in Hong Kong, Queer Sisters has already started 
the discussion and provided the concept of Queer as an alternative from the prevalent 
TB/TBG role-play and against the hegemony of the lesbianism. 
Summary 
In this chapter, I mainly argue that TBs，masculinities are products of 
interactions between TBs and other members of the lesbian community. In the 
lesbian community, TBs learn that short hair and flat chest are the commonest 
expressive items that are used to build a masculine image. Moreover, TBs also 
understand the importance of taking a TB identity when their lesbian friends ask 
them about their sexual identity. TBs，identity and body are not simply their personal 
choices. 
TBs, being human agents, do not accept unquestioningly all the values and 
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norms given by the lesbian community but negotiate with it. The lesbian community 
expects a TB to follow a set of norms such as having haircut above the ears, wearing 
loose men's clothes, and pairing off with a TBG only. However, TBs can refuse to 
follow when they found that some values and norms did not fit their character or 
ideals, and some of them even reject to identify themselves as a TB. Although TBs 
can refuse the TB identity if they found that it was too restrictive, they still have to 
conform to certain values and norms such as displaying a coherent image in front of 
their lesbian friends if they still want to be a member of the lesbian community. 
Otherwise, other members of the lesbian community cannot understand what that 
person is doing and may further consider she was a "deviant" person. 
The TB/TBG role-play is prevalent; however, differences are still allowed to 
exist in the lesbian community. The identity of pure and queer are the alternatives 
outside the TB/TBG role-play. The “pure’，identity is an alternative for lesbians who 
dislike engaging in the role-play. Lesbians can call themselves "pure" to emphasize 
their rejection of categorization. In addition, Queer Sisters advocated the concept of 
queer, which emphasizes the many possibilities of sexuality. Many lesbians found 
that they are not attracted to women only though they identified themselves as a 
"lesbian". However, bisexuality is perceived as a kind of betrayal among the Hong 
Kong lesbian community. Queer Sisters recognized the marginal status of bisexuals 
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as well as the hegemony of lesbianism, so she tries to enlarge the diversity of 
women's sexuality through advocating the concept of queer. 
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Chapter Three - Negotiation between TBs and the society 
The Hong Kong society expects its social members to follow the conventional 
gender norms: men should be masculine and women should be feminine. TBs are a 
minority group in Hong Kong because they cross the gender boundary and display a 
masculine appearance. The context of workplace is a mini-society because the 
conventional gender norms are prevalent in the workplace where employers usually 
require staff to conform to conventional gender norms and require TBs to dress in a 
feminine way at work. In this study, I focus on the context of workplace to study how 
TBs negotiate with the conventional gender norms. The empirical phenomenon of 
TBs’ persistent display of masculinities is a product of negotiation between TBs and 
the society. As a result, I use this empirical phenomenon as an entry point to study 
the negotiation between TBs and the society. 
I divide this chapter into three parts: in the first part, I discuss how TBs 
negotiate with the conventional gender norms by insisting on masculinities. I choose 
the context of workplace to illustrate the negotiation process. Some TBs insist on 
dressing in a masculine way at work and find a job that allows them to wear men's 
clothes at work. Though some TBs conform to the company's dress code and dress in 
a feminine way, they insist on masculinities through practicing role-segregation and 
audience segregation in order to maintain a coherent masculine image in front of 
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their lesbian friends. In the second part, I argue that TBs，persistent display of 
masculinities enables the formation of the lesbian community, which further 
reinforces TBs，masculinities. Finally, I conclude that the society, the lesbian 
community and TBs work as a loop to reinforce TBs，masculinities. 
The mini-society: the workplace 
The society expects its social members to conform to the conventional gender 
norms. The workplace is a mini-society because the conventional gender norms are 
prevalent in workplace where employers usually male staff to dress in a masculine 
way and female staff to dress in a feminine way. 
Insisting masculinity in the workplace 
My informants stated that a masculine appearance made them feel comfortable 
and confident. Many informants explained that they dressed like a boy since 
childhood so they considered a masculine appearance to be a "natural" expression of 
themselves. The natural feeling of giving a masculine image, in fact, is generated 
from regulatory practices in daily life. The regulatory practices and the sustained 
social performances enable the coherent linkage between sex, gender, sexual practice 
and desire to be formed (Butler 1999:23). A TB considers her female sex, masculine 
appearance and same-sex passion as a coherent linkage because she performs her 
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masculine appearance and engages in same-sex relationship everyday. As a result, 
the "natural" feeling is never natural but culturally constructed through everyday 
regulatory practices. 
If TBs want to maintain their "natural" appearance at work, they have to find a 
job that allows them to dress in a masculine way. Some employers do not care about 
their employees' appearance very much because the job does not require face-to-face 
contact with clients. In this situation, TBs can maintain their "natural" masculinities 
at the work. Ten of my informants wore men's clothes in the workplace; however 
three of them have face-to-face contact with clients. They are Ying-wai (age 32), 
Suet-ming (age 24) and Wai-yin (age 22). How do they manage their impression at 
work? 
Impression management I - strategies to negotiate with client 
Ying-wai and Suet-ming were social workers. Ying-wai worked at a youth 
center, and she had to organize activities for the youth ranging in age from 6 to 17. 
The number of staff in her youth center was about eight. Suet-ming worked at a small 
community center which employed five staff only. Suet-ming had to visit households 
and organize events for the youth and the elderly. The clients that Ying-wai and 
Suet-ming served were mainly the youth, and Suet-ming also served the elderly as 
well; as a result, they did not need to dress up formally but could wear T-shirt and 
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jeans as long as they were tidy and clean. As both Ying-wai and Suet-ming cut their 
hair short above their ears, they said that some children in the centre had mistaken 
them for a man and they felt extremely embarrassed. 
Ying-wai and Suet-ming insisted to keep short hair and did not want to wear 
very feminine clothes. In order to avoid their client from mistaking them for a man, 
they manipulated the color of the T-shirt to highlight their femininities. Ying-wai had 
met me twice after work last summer. One of the T-shirts she worn was in white and 
with several letters in pink, red, orange, and yellow on it; another T-shirt was in light 
yellow with a pink band round the collar. Suet-ming had met me many times before 
and after work. She usually wore T-shirt in bright colors, such as red, and orange. I 
had never seen Suet-ming wearing T-shirt in dark colors. On the one hand, Ying-wai 
and Suet-ming manipulated the colors such as pink and red to highlight their 
femininities; on the other hand, they insisted on keeping short hair and did not wear 
feminine clothes to work. 
Wai-yin was a Form Five graduate, and worked as an insurance salesperson. A 
salesperson usually gets only a short period of time, i.e. one hour, to persuade a client 
to buy an insurance package; a client evaluates the credibility of a salesperson most 
likely from the first impression. As a result, impression management is extremely 
important within the insurance industry. Most insurance companies in Hong Kong 
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require their salespersons to dress up formally. Wai-yin's company allowed female 
staff to wear men's business suits provided that they were formal, and she chose to 
wear men's suit with a tie to meet clients. 
Wai-yin did not wear business suit unless she met clients. She usually wore a 
T-shirt, short trousers and a cap in leisure time. One day, Wai-yin had lunch with me 
before meeting a client. It was the first time I saw her wearing a business suit. 
Wai-yin was five feet seven inch tall; as a result, the man's suit fitted her very much. 
Her business suit, her leather shoes and her briefcase were all in black. Wai-yin 
might employ the color of black to establish a professional image; at the same time, 
the color of black had also intensified Wai-yin's masculinity. 
On another dinner party of six lesbian friends, Wai-yin said that she insisted on 
wearing a tie when meeting clients. She explained that a tie was a nice accessory 
which could highlight her tidiness and sincerity. She further said that her supervisor 
at work was also a TB. According to Wai-yin, although her supervisor also wore 
men's business suit to work she could not accept wearing a tie because she thinks it 
would look too masculine. Surprisingly, her supervisor asked her why she could 
accept wearing a tie, and Wai-yin explained the functions of wearing a tie to her, 
such as highlighting tidiness and sincerity. 
Wai-yin said that she had developed her own strategy to avoid clients from 
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mistaking her for a man: 
When I make cold calls, I introduce myself as "Miss Yeung" at the very 
beginning. When I meet the client, the client always doubt whether I'm "Miss 
Yeung". I will re-confirm and say, “I am Miss Yeung", purposefully. If the 
client still feels strange to my appearance, I will ask, "How do you feel about 
my suit, is it nice?" or "Is my tie nice? I like this color very much!" This kind 
of questions can release client's anxiety. It does work! 
Wai-yin wore the most masculine man's suit, a black business suit, to work. She 
paid much effort in presenting a capable impression. For example, she wore a tie to 
highlight her tidiness and sincerity. Moreover, she asked her client to comment on 
her appearance and it helped Wai-yin to establish an open and friendly impression. 
Impression management II - Strategies to negotiate with children 
Adults usually save faces for each other based on a variety of interest. If client 
is an adult, it is still easy to negotiate with him or her. For example, an adult will not 
ask a person about his or her gender publicly even though he or she has doubts. It is 
because she knows that it is inappropriate and would make the other person lose face. 
However, children are not familiar with the rules of social interaction and they may 
do something out of others' expectation. A child may ask a person directly about his 
or her gender publicly. 
If a TB wears men's clothes to work but her client is a group of children, what 
would happen? What did a TB do if the children called her "Mr. Chan" instead of 
"Miss Chan"? Ah-yan (age 26) and Siu-wai (age 18) shared their similar experience 
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in teaching summer courses for children from ten to fifteen years old. 
Both Ah-yan and Siu-wai worked as a summer course tutor for non-profit 
organizations and they could wear casual clothes to work. Both of them wore the 
baanjai clothes when they taught the summer courses. 
I asked Ah-yan, "Did your employer require you to dress up in a feminine way 
to work?" 
Ah-yan replied: 
No, casual wear is okay. The employer did not care about my appearance but 
my ability to keep the class in order. A student about twelve years old asked 
why I was different from other "Miss"^^. Luckily, his question did not arouse 
other students' curiosity. I just stopped him and asked him to keep quiet. 
Compared with Ah-yan, Siu-wai got more challenging experience. Her students, 
around the age of twelve, call Siu-wai "sir"^^ instead of "Miss Wong". Siu-wai had 
to warn the students that she would not answer them if they called her "sir". On one 
occasion, the non-profit organization held a barbeque activity in the New Territories 
for all summer course students and Siu-wai had to guide her students. When the 
students were not bound by the classroom rules, they began to ask Siu-wai many 
private questions, such as "sir, do you have girlfriend?" After Siu-wai re-confirmed 
her gender again, they commented Siu-wai badly that she must have no boyfriend. 
An even more challenging experience followed when Siu-wai guided a few girls to 
15 In Hong Kong, it is common to use "Miss" singly to call a female teacher. 
16 In Hong Kong, it is also common to use "sir" singly to call a male teacher. 
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toilet. When Siu-wai walked near the entrance of the women's toilet, one male 
student shouted, "Sir, you go to the women's toilet!" Kit fought back and said, "Why 
can't I go to the women's toilet?" The student said, "I dare you to go inside the 
women's toilet!" Ah-Kit went inside the women's toilet immediately and went out to 
show her gender to that male student. That student could not say a word and ran 
away immediately. Kit told me that she had met some parents of the students after 
class. The parents never complained about her appearance. 
I am not sure whether the children teased Ah-yan and Siu-wai intentionally, or 
they were confused by their masculine appearance. During the interview, Ah-yan and 
Siu-wai did not show their discontent when they recounted the above experience. 
They did not consider that it was their fault anyway. Negotiating with children 
sometimes costs much time and energy, especially when they ask some embarrassing 
questions. 
Siu-wai's barbeque experience shows that students' curiosity about her gender 
enhanced when their distance was closer. Goffinan states that a performer can make 
the audience sense powers behind the performance through keeping distance from 
the audience (1959:70). When the distance between Siu-wai and her students was 
still large in the classroom, Siu-wai could maintain her power of being a teacher and 
stopped the students from calling her "sir". Once the distance was shortened, the 
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power diminished. The students asked her private questions directly and shouted at 
her near the entrance of the women's toilet. Compared with Ah-yan and Siu-wai, it 
seemed that Ah-yan encountered lesser embarrassing questions from the students. It 
is because Ah-yan always looked cool and rarely smiled. Although Ah-yan did not 
maintain a cool impression intentionally in classroom as she always looked cool even 
when she went out with friends, her minimal smile and cool manner could distance 
herself from the students and let the students sense her power of being a teacher. It 
saved Ah-yan from the embarrassing questions from the students. 
Femininity in the workplace 
Some TBs cannot find a job that allows them to wear men's clothes at work. 
Especially in the industries of teaching in primary and secondary schools, and 
marketing, employers hardly allow the female staff to dress in a masculine way. 
Yat-ching (age 37) worked as a teacher at a private secondary school which did 
not require female teachers to wear skirts. She could wear a simple blouse and 
trousers to school. In the past, she had worked at a public secondary school, and the 
principal required her to wear a skirt and slight make-up. Yat-ching said: 
I like wearing trousers and feel comfortable with it. Many years ago, I 
worked at a public school, and I had to wear a skirt and slight make-up to 
school at the request of the principal. However, the skirt and the make-up 
were troublesome and made me feel uncomfortable. Now, the dress code of 
my school is tidy and clean, so I can wear trousers to school. However, I 
won't dress up like a TB. My appearance at school is quite gender-neutral 
with a slight level of femininity. 
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Siu-kwan (age 32, a teacher of a public school) wore a skirt to school at the 
request of the principal. She said that her school allowed her to wear any kind of 
skirts; as a result, she always wore the simple and plain skirts that did not look very 
feminine. In addition, Siu-kwan made her hairstyle look more feminine by avoiding 
using hair-gel. She said that her short hair above her ears would look very masculine 
when using hair-gel; as a result, she never used it before going to school. When I 
asked how she felt when she wore a skirt, she said, "It's a requirement, and it's part 
of my job." 
It seems understandable that TBs change appearance to fit the requirement of 
the companies as the heterosexual women also do the same thing. However, TBs, 
compared with heterosexual women, tend to worry that their appearance, which is 
not very feminine, may become an obstacle to their career prospects. 
Ah-kwan (age 24) and Siu-po (age 21) said that they had worried about their 
masculinities would become an obstacle to their career. Ah-kwan worked as a 
marketing clerk for a textile sales company which employed fifteen staff. She did not 
need to wear a skirt or make-up to work. She said: 
I wore a blouse and trousers to work. As I worked as a marketing clerk, I 
have to meet overseas clients; as a result, I can't wear too casually. On the 
day of the interview, the manager had already told me that casual wear was 
unacceptable. 
Apart from wearing blouses and trousers, Ah-kwan also adopted a female 
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English name in the workplace. She said: 
Many people think that I picked a boy's English name intentionally in order 
to highlight my TB identity. In fact, they're wrong. My family members gave 
this boy's name to me when I was still an infant. After I grown up, I asked 
them why they gave me a boy's name. They explained that this boy's name 
sounded very cute so they called me by this name since I was two years old. 
In the workplace, I change my English name to Pansy, which sounds more 
feminine. My appearance is already not feminine; a boy's name may even 
lead people to gossip about my sexual preference. 
Siu-po was a nurse, and hence she must wear the nurse uniform, which is a 
one-piece dress, in the hospital. Apart from wearing the one-piece dress uniform, 
Siu-po did not need to wear any make-up. I asked how she felt when wearing the 
one-piece dress uniform. She said: 
I can accept it, Fm just afraid that I would look bad when wearing it. In fact, I 
look okay, not too bad. At the beginning, I disliked this uniform; however, I 
accept it now. I explain to myself that it's just a simple uniform and it entitles 
me to the professionalism, so, I don't feel bad when I wear it now. 
Though Ah-kwan and Siu-po had already expressed different levels of 
femininities at work, they still worried about their masculine appearance. Ah-kwan 
said: 
I worry that my boss may complain that I'm too masculine. I agree that my 
masculine appearance may affect my career negatively, so I just try to behave 
as gentle as I can. Moreover, I wear a blouse and trousers to work every day. I 
hope my boss won't complain about my appearance. My job offers good 
prospects, and hence I'm willing to adjust my appearance and behavior to fit 
the company's requirement. 
Siu-po shared similar view with Ah-kwan that she also considered that a 
masculine appearance might badly influenced her career prospects. She said: 
I just assume that my boss and colleagues still believe in traditional gender 
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norms. I was never warned by my boss or encountered any difficulty because 
of my appearance. But I'm afraid my appearance may have a bad effect, so 
it's much better for me to make the change before my boss asks me to. I have 
kept my hair a bit longer, and try to be gentler when I walk. 
Ah-kwan and Siu-po had never been complained by their employers; however, 
both of them worried about their appearance being not feminine enough although 
they had already presented a feminine image at work. Their worries show that TBs 
are living under the shadow of gender policing^^ — girls must behave in a feminine 
manner otherwise punishment, such as employers' complaints, and bad effects on 
career, will be handed out. 
Impression management 
Ah-wah (age 27) and Ah-ting (age 36) are at the maximum level of femininities. 
Ah-wah, a free-lance graphic designer, worked as a part-time receptionist for a 
one-week trade fair, which held at the Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center 
last summer. I met Ah-wah several times during last year summer's fieldwork. In the 
first occasion, I took part in a karaoke party with her and with her friends. She wore a 
black shirt and trousers. Her hair was very short, just 3cm, I guessed. At the party, 
Ah-wah chose songs by male pop singers, and she sang with a lower-pitched voice. 
The second time I met her it was a dinner gathering in which eight lesbians attended. 
17 Halberstam reveals that gender policing is intensified within women's bathrooms, and many 
masculine women face the bathroom problem (1998:20). Halberstam reports that many masculine 
women are laughed at, and some are even beaten by other women in the women's toilets; personally, 
she had been mistaken for a man in women's toilet, and a woman called the security to catch her 
(1998:21-2). Using the word of "policing" aims at highlighting the surveillance and the punishment 
handed out to masculine women. 
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Ah-wah wore a cap, a black T-shirt and jeans on that day. The last time I saw her it 
was a dinner gathering of three people, including me. This time, Ah-wah dressed in a 
more feminine way. She wore a light blue V-neck sleeveless garment, short jeans, a 
woman-sized watch, a pair of earrings and red lipstick. Her clothes and her red 
lipstick made her look much more feminine. When we were walking to the restaurant, 
Ah-wah said that she worked as a part-time receptionist for a trade fair at the Hong 
Kong Convention and Exhibition Center, and just got off from work. She casually 
explained that her job required her to wear a skirt and red lipstick, and she did not 
want to show us this side of herself, so she had changed her clothes before coming to 
meet us. Although Ah-wah had consciously toned down her feminine appearance, 
she still looked more feminine than the last two times I saw her. Although it was not 
Ah-wah's receptionist appearance, I was able to see part of this work-related personal 
front. Ah-wah manipulates expressive equipment such as a woman's watch, a pair of 
earrings and red lips to construct a feminine impression. 
Red lips are icon of femininity. Human beings, both men and women, have lips 
in red; however, red lipstick is produced for women to magnify their red lips. Apart 
from red lips, a pair of earrings also tones up femininity. Although earrings have 
become fashionable accessories for men in recent years, the cause of the formation of 
this trend is the conventional association between earrings and femininity. Men can 
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express their protest against conventional attitudes or put themselves forward 
through wearing earrings; however, they seldom wear in pair but a single earring 
only so as to highlight unconventional attitudes. Despite earrings growing in 
popularity among males, a pair of earrings still carries the meanings of femininity 
and can tone up one's femininity. Although the size of earrings is small and wearing 
red lipstick is easy, they are powerful expressive equipment for Ah-wah, as well as 
most women, to build a feminine impression at work. 
Ah-ting worked as a marketing executive in a garment company. On the day of 
the interview it was a Sunday evening, she wore a light pink shirt and jeans. She said 
that her company employed approximately seventy staff, and would hold annual ball 
in a hotel every New Year's Eve. As the scale of her company was not small and the 
business is related to clothing, her company required staff to dress up formally. 
Ah-ting said that the personnel department had released a notice to remind staff to 
dress up. She described her formal dressing at work: a blouse with a woman's jacket, 
trousers and a pair of woman's sandals. She frankly said that she usually wore a thin 
white blouse to let others see the shape of her bra with lace. I asked Ah-ting whether 
she liked her feminine appearance. She said: 
Yes. I like buying fancy bra and T-back. I will give fancy underwear to my 
friends on their birthdays. I like wearing fancy underwear. Moreover, I also 
like wearing women's sandals. I'm always excited when I wear a pair of 
sandals and walk in front of a mirror. The sandals made my feet look nice. I 
like fancy underwear and women's sandals because they made me look 
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beautiful. I can't explain why I like those things ... I'm still a girl so it's 
normal for me to buy them. Most importantly, they can make me look 
beautiful. However, I won't wear them when I went out with my friends; I 
wear them to work only. 
Ah-ting，company never requested her to wear fancy bra or sandals; even many 
heterosexual women do not dress in this way. However, Ah-ting chose to wear them 
to work. Why did she dress up in this way? As she said, she liked wearing them 
because they made her look nice. Moreover, Ah-ting was very confident of her body 
indeed. About one month before the interview, Ah-ting and ten lesbian friends played 
basketball with me at an outdoor basketball court. It was the noontime and the 
sunshine was very bright, so there were fewer people at the basketball court except 
us. During the break, Ah-ting took off her T-shirt and sunbathed on a bench. As she 
wore a bra-top only, many friends felt very surprised and began to gossip. However, 
Ah-ting did not care and just enjoyed the sunshine. On the day of interview, Ah-ting 
left the first two buttons of her light pink shirt unfastened. She said that she did it 
intentionally. She said: 
I feel comfortable with my body. I let you see my body, and you can see it if 
you like. My belief is, “If you've got it, flaunt it." 
Compared with many people, Ah-ting was very confident of her body. She 
considered herself looked very nice when wearing fancy bra and sandals; as a result, 
she flaunted (using Ah-ting' own word) and wore them in the workplace where her 
feminine image was desirable. 
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Role conflict 
Goffinan assumes that every individual performs more than one role; these 
multiple roles may contradict with one another, and role conflict occurs (1997:36). 
The expressive equipment Ah-wah and Ah-ting employed in building a feminine 
impression was a pair of earrings, red lips, fancy bra and women's sandals. On the 
one hand, their personal fronts in workplaces were at the most feminine level; on the 
other hand, they claimed themselves as a TB. Obviously, the role of a female 
receptionist (or a female marketing executive) conflicts with the role of a TB. As a 
result, they did not let lesbian friends see the feminine side of their appearance. Even 
though Ah-ting was confident of her body and satisfied with her feminine appearance, 
she never wore fancy bra and sandals to meet her lesbian friends. 
Role-segregation and audience-segregation 
Ah-wah and Ah-ting shared similar thinking and strategy to solve role conflict. 
Ah-wah said, "I can make use of my voice to sound childish, masculine, or feminine. 
I can change it according to the needs of different contexts. Regarding dress, some 
TBs can look very feminine. I adjust my appearance to match with a particular role 
in a specific context." Ah-ting gave me similar responses in that environment, mood 
and needs all have an influence on how she presents herself and adjusts her 
appearance to different contexts. Ah-wah and Ah-ting recognized that they carried 
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multiple roles, which contradicted with one another, and hence they segregated the 
roles by presenting a specific image to fit a specific context. These multiple images 
corresponded with the multiple roles only, and did not interrupt with one another. In 
order to segregate multiple roles efficiently，they segregated the corresponding 
audiences as well. 
When the role in the context of workplace is a female receptionist (or a 
marketing executive), the corresponding audience is employers and clients. When the 
role in the context of lesbian community is a TB, the corresponding audience is 
lesbian friends. The efficiency of role-segregation relies on the audience-segregation 
(Goffinan 1997:36). As a result, Ah-wah changed her clothes before our appointment. 
As she counted me as one of her lesbian friends, she did not let me see her feminine 
appearance. Ah-ting also avoided her lesbian friends from seeing her feminine 
appearance. In fact, she had met two TBs for dinner after work on one occasion. 
Ah-ting explained that she would let these two TBs see her feminine appearance 
because they were very close friends. Except these two TB close friends, Ah-ting 
never let other lesbian friends see her feminine appearance. As the audience from the 
lesbian community never saw the feminine appearance of Ah-wah and Ah-ting, their 
feminine appearance would not threaten their TB identity. As a result，Ah-wah and 
Ah-ting could maintain the TB identity even though they dress up in a feminine way 
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at work. 
Asking friends out for dinner after work may be a common incident. However, 
TBs who have to dress up in a feminine way to work do not think that it was 
common. In fact, they have to consider whether any TB friends are participating in 
the dinner party in order to decide whether they need to bring clothes to change 
before meeting them. 
Magic of the changing room 
Margaret worked as a waitress in a jau iduh (a Chinese style restaurant,酒樓)， 
which required her to wear a piece of keih /?o�w//孜(旗袍)uniform and red lipstick. 
Although the uniform was extremely feminine, Margaret could accept it. However, 
she could not accept wearing women's business suit to work. A few years ago, she 
was employed as a customer service officer and was required to dress up formally. 
On the first working day, Margaret wore a man's formal shirt and trousers. However, 
her supervisor complained and asked her to wear women's formal clothes, i.e. a 
woman's formal business suit. Margaret tried to persuade her supervisor to let her 
wear a man's business suit but she failed. On the second day, Margaret did not go to 
work and resigned eventually. 
Superficially, Margaret held double standard towards the waitress' uniform and 
18 Keih pouh is the Chinese women's one-piece dress. The origin can be traced to Qing dynasty. It 
was still prevalent even in 1950's in Hong Kong. Nowadays, some restaurants and some schools have 
borrowed the concept of keih pouh to design uniform for female staff or students. 
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the formal dress code. Why did she accept the former but reject the latter? Margaret 
explained: 
I accept a keih pouh uniform because I only have to wear it at work. I can 
take it off once I left the restaurant. After wearing the keih pouh, I can leave 
my TB identity aside and play the role of a waitress. However, I can't accept 
the woman's formal business suit because I have to wear it on my journey to 
the office and back home. I just can't wear those feminine clothes on the 
street. 
I argue that the process of changing clothes in the changing room is the key to 
explain why Margaret can accept a keih pouh uniform but not a woman's business 
suit. Sassatelli (2000) studies why gym goers, who are CEOs and managers, can 
forget their senior position and follow the gym masters to perform routine gym 
exercise. She reports that the gym goers go through a particular process, which is 
putting on T-shirts and shorts in the changing room in order to make themselves 
ready for gym exercises. Although this process is common sense, it does work and 
enable those gym goers to leave their busy daily duties aside and get ready for gym 
exercises. Changing room is an important space for individuals to shift identities. 
Although the context I studied is a workplace，Sassatelli's idea is useful to 
understand Margaret's situation. The space of the changing room and the process of 
changing clothes are like the "magic power" that is vital to shifting identity from a 
TB to a feminine waitress. As Margaret said, she could leave the TB identity aside 
after wearing the keih pouh uniform. The potential problem of role conflict did not 
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arise because the "magic" of the changing room has already solved it. Margaret felt 
free when she wore the keih pouh uniform. On the contrary, the department of 
customer service would not allow Margaret to change clothes after arriving at the 
office. Margaret was in role conflict — the feminine women's business suit conflicts 
with her TB identity. Margaret chose to maintain her TB identity so she quitted the 
job. 
Naturalization of TBs，masculinities 
Negotiation between TBs and the society 
In the context of workplace, I have illustrated how TBs negotiate with the 
conventional gender norms by insisting on a masculine appearance. Though some of 
them conform to the gender norms and dress in a feminine way in work, they insist to 
practice role-segregation and audience-segregation in order to maintain a coherent 
masculine image in front of their lesbian friends. In this study, I argue that they try to 
normalize and naturalize their masculinities in the Hong Kong society where women 
are expected to be feminine through persisting in displaying a masculine appearance. 
Ah-lik (age 50) said that she spent her whole life negotiating with society. She 
said: 
When I was still a teenager, I already identified myself as a TB. I liked 
cutting my hair short but my parent objected. I insisted and they could do 
nothing to stop me. I was so tough and my parent used to call me ngauh 
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wohng 牛王妹).From my twenties onwards, I cut my hair even 
shorter and wore men's shirts and trousers. The stares from passers-by told 
me that I should not dress up like that. However, I insist up till the present. 
I've kept a masculine image for thirty years. 
I asked Ah-lik why she insisted on keeping a masculine image despite of the 
unfriendly stares from passers-by. She gave me a simple but straight answer. She 
said: 
I want people to agree iyihng tuhng, |忍同）with me that it's okay for me to 
dress up in a masculine way. 
TBs considered their masculine appearance as their original and natural 
appearance and they also wanted people to agree with them. Ah-lik clearly explained 
that she insisted on keeping short hair and wearing men's clothes in the past thirty 
years because she hoped that people might agree with her one day. Ah-lik was 
rewarded after her thirty-years of persistency. She said: 
In the 1970s and 1980s，most of the stares from passers-by were hostile. From 
the mid-1990s onwards, there were fewer stares on the street and the stares 
were less hostile. Nowadays, TBs are more visible than before so the stares 
are not as hostile as before. 
Butler argues that the "truth" of gender is produced through regulatory practices 
that generate coherent identities (1999:23). Being a sexual minority, TBs want to 
normalize and naturalize their "unconventional" appearance and sexual orientation 
through regulatory and sustained practices. As a result, they insist on giving a 
masculine image and they believe that people will agree with them one day. Based on 
19 Literally, “tigduh wohng" means the king of oxen and “muih" means a little girl. Culturally, the 
Chinese people consider the oxen to have a nasty temper and a stubborn character. The phrase "ngauh 
wohng muih" is used to describe a girl who is stubborn and loses temper easily. 
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the belief of achieving naturalization, TBs insist and are proud to maintain a 
"natural" (masculine) appearance persistently in the society. 
The lesbian community as buffer 
TBs persist in displaying masculinities, and it encourages more TBs to come out 
and the lesbian community gradually forms. The lesbian community is like a buffer 
zone between the society and the individual TBs. When TBs encounter difficulties 
such as the bathroom problem and the hostile stares from passers-by, TBs can gain 
sufficient support and sympathy from the lesbian community. They can make lesbian 
friends easily in lesbian pubs, service groups and on the Internet and they can tell 
their difficulties to other TBs who share similar circumstances with them. As 
discussed before, Ah-fong was embarrassed by her masculinity because neither 
"Mr." nor "Miss" fitted her; after meeting a circle of lesbians she adopted the TB 
identity, which saved her from the embarrassing situation. Many TBs encountered 
the identity crisis because they found that the binary gender system did not provide 
them a suitable gender identity. In the lesbian community, the TB identity solves 
their identity crisis completely. They do not consider it as a crisis or a problem 
anymore because they know that there are many people similar to them in the society. 
Moreover, they understand that female masculinity is not pathological but a way to 
attract TBGs. Undeniably, the lesbian community supports TBs and encourages them 
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to maintain a masculine appearance. 
However, support may turn into a kind of restriction eventually. At the end of 
chapter two, I have mentioned that Yat-ching, Kit-man and Siu-po refused to identify 
themselves as a TB because they recognized the restrictive aspect of carrying a TB 
identity. Although they rejected the TB identity, they still maintained a coherent 
masculine image and their lesbian friends did not find any problem with them. 
However, troubles come when a TB does something that is in conflict with her 
masculine identity. Siu-yu (age 22) recounted her uneasy experience when she 
decided to give up a masculine appearance: 
A year ago, I still identified myself as a TB and I liked wearing a man's 
business suit to lesbian pubs. A few months ago, I met my current girlfriend 
and she was a TB. I found that I tended to be more feminine after I was in 
love with her. So, I decided to give up my TB identity and identify myself as 
a TBG. From that time onwards, I wore feminine clothes, skirts as well as 
high-heeled shoes. However, the uneasy experience came to me. One night, 
my lover and I went to a lesbian pub because one of our friends celebrated 
her birthday there. Once my friends saw me in a skirt, they immediately 
laughed and lifted up my skirt. For the entire evening, they teased me on and 
on. Despite of their laughing, I insist to dress in a feminine way. Now, they 
rarely tease me. 
The underlying reason for Siu-yu to dress in a feminine way is to fit the 
TB/TBG role-play. Although she aimed at fitting the rules of the game, i.e. the 
TB/TBG role-play, in the lesbian community, her sudden change of appearance as 
well as sexual identity was considered as a conflict with her "original" TB identity. 
Siu-wai said that she knew a TB who was in love with another TB. Personally, 
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she felt strange about this kind of "TB-TB" relationship but she never laughed or 
criticized them. She said that this couple and one TBG had dinner with her several 
months ago and the TBG was hostile to this couple. She described: 
The TBG was a new friend of mine and she did not know the TB couple 
before. I wanted to introduce my friends to her, so I called her and the two TB 
friends out for dinner. On that evening, an unhappy thing happened. When the 
TB couple held hands, that TBG rudely asked them to stop holding hands. 
The couple was embarrassed and stopped holding hands immediately. 
However, we did not talk anymore the whole evening. 
The narratives of Siu-yu and Siu-wai show the kind of punishment a TB is 
going to get when she does not conform to the rules in the lesbian community such 
as keeping a coherent masculine image and pairing off with a TBG. TBs persist in 
displaying masculinities because they have to conform to the rules as long as they are 
members of the lesbian community. 
Summary 
This chapter employs the empirical phenomenon of TBs，persistent display of 
masculinities as an entry point to study the negotiation between TBs and the society. 
I argue that TBs persist in displaying masculinities because they want to achieve 
naturalization in the society. Their persistency gradually encourages more TBs to 
come out and gradually forms a community which provides support and sympathy to 
them. However, the presentation of a coherent masculine image becomes a norm of 
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the lesbian community and TBs are expected to conform to it. It further reinforces 
TBs’ persistent display of masculinities. The society, the lesbian community and the 
individual TBs work in a loop that reinforces TBs' persistent display of 
masculinities. 
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Chapter Four - Negotiation between TBs and the lesbian community 
The lesbian community imposes expectations on TBs; however TBs negotiate 
with the lesbian community and may not conform to all those expectations strictly. In 
the lesbian community, TBs are expected to play a masculine role in sex. The 
"masculine" role is often interpreted as an aggressive role that plays the role of a 
penetrator solely, rejects to be caressed and penetrated and even controls the sex 
scene. However, TBs, being human agents, do not conform to those expectations 
strictly. TBs negotiate with the lesbian community by interchanging sex roles with 
their TBG lovers in bed. As TBs do not conform to the conventional expectations 
from the lesbian community but negotiate with it, they build fluid power 
relationships with their TBG lovers in sex. Although TBs do not conform to the 
"masculine" role in bed, they still try their best to maintain their TB identity in their 
social life by maintaining a coherent masculine image in front of their lesbian friends. 
It is because they need the TB identity to be a membership if they still want to be a 
member of the lesbian community. A negotiation process includes both resistance 
and conformity. In this chapter, I study the negotiation between TBs and the lesbian 
community through investigating the power dynamics between a TB and a TBG in 
bed. 
This chapter is divided into five parts: in the first part: I study the discourse of 
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sex and the sources of knowledge of sex in Hong Kong generally. In the second part, 
I study the expectation imposed on TBs regarding their masculine role in bed. In the 
third part, I argue that a TB who plays the role of a penetrator in bed solely does not 
dominate the sexual relationship. I investigated the exchange of power between a TB 
and a TBG within the act of penetration. In the fourth part, I examine how TBs 
negotiate with the lesbian community by interchanging sex roles in bed with their 
TBG lovers. One of my TB informants never engaged in a stable relationship and she 
satisfied her sexual needs mainly through engaging in unstable sexual relationships 
such as visiting a female sex worker, having casual sex with a man and masturbation. 
In the final part, I will examine what sex role she took in those unstable sexual 
relationships. Was her perception of her sexual identity different from that of other 
TBs who engaged in stable lesbian relationships? 
The Discourse of sex in Hong Kong 
In Hong Kong, the discourse of sex is dominated by heterosexuality. 
Conventional wisdom perceives the penis as the most iconic symbol in sexual 
intercourse. Most people ignore lesbian sex and do not consider it as "sex" because 
the penis is absent, whereas finger penetration and oral sex are regarded as foreplay 
only. In Hong Kong, parents and teachers are reluctant to talk about sex as they 
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always consider that children and students will misinterpret sex as pornography, 
which is believed to be bad for them. In Primary Five and Six, teachers give minimal 
sex education to students. For example, teaching girls what menstruation is and 
telling them the importance of wearing bras. In Form Four and Five, science students 
can study the reproductive organs of both men and women. Apart from the syllabus, 
teachers never say something more about sex. 
The prosperous industry of pornographic movies and magazines tells us that the 
media is an important channel to transmit the knowledge of sex. The visualized sex 
scenes typically show that a man take an active role in bed and penetrate a woman. 
Although they are pornography, we cannot deny that it is a kind of "knowledge". 
Many couples imitate those sex scenes in order to improve their sexual relationship 
and enhance sexual satisfaction. Apart from pornography, local women's magazines, 
for example, Sisters!�’ also transmit the knowledge of sex. They usually have a short 
section for the topic of sex. The sex section is often presented in a question and 
answer format in which readers ask questions regarding love and sexual affairs and 
editors provide advices. The variant content of the questions range from “does my 
boyfriend really love me if he asks me to make love," "is it bad to make love during 
menstruation," and "what is the most efficient method to avoid pregnancy". The 
2° "Sisters" is a popular women's magazine. A variety of topics, such as fashion, cosmetics, and sex, 
are covered in this magazine. 
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pornography and the women's magazines are heterosexual-oriented; lesbian sex 
seems to be non-existent in the society. In fact, a few English lesbian sex books 
described and suggested a variety of sexual practices with drawings are sold in 
large-scaled bookstores. However, grass-rooted lesbians may find difficulty in 
reading those sex books because good English is a prerequisite to read them. 
Expectation imposed on TBs 
In the lesbian community, TBs are expected to take a masculine sex role in sex 
and it is reflected in their casual conversation. Ah-kwan asked her TB friends 
whether a TB should moan during sex. Her TB friends said that TB moaning during 
sex was embarrassing. Ah-kwan said: 
Up till now, I'm still not sure whether I should make any noise during sex. A 
TB is also a girl, so it's normal for me to make noise during sex. I'd asked my 
girlfriend before and she told me that it was natural for me to make noise 
because I'm a girl. However, my TB friends said that only "girls" would 
make noise, and TBs making noise would be too embarrassing. 
Ah-chi frankly told me that she enjoyed watching (heterosexual) pornographic 
movies and she fantasized herself as the male actor. She said: 
I fantasize myself as the male actor when I watch the (heterosexual) pom 
movies. I，ll be turned on easily. If my lover watches it with me, I must catch 
her to make love. 
Ah-chi played a masculine role in sex and she also reflected this in daily 
conversation with other TBs. Several months ago, Ah-chi and one lesbian couple had 
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dinner with me and we began to talk about sexual skills. Ah-chi said that she got a 
book which had taught her a lot about sexual skills. About two weeks later, the four 
of us had dinner again. Ah-chi had brought the book she mentioned last time. I 
skimmed through the book quickly, and it was about how a man could please his 
female partner sexually by using fingers to touch her breasts and genitals, Ah-chi 
also taught another TB about sexual skill on another occasion when that TB asked 
her what should be done in order to please her partner sexually. Ah-chi told her about 
the erotic zones and taught her the sexual skill in using fingers. 
TBs，masculine role in sex is reflected in their daily conversation. For example, 
moaning has been constructed as a feminine act so TBs must avoid it; TBs should 
take the initiative to touch girlfriends' breasts and genitals. 
TBs' sexual pleasures 
The lesbian community expects a TB to caress and penetrate her lover instead of 
being penetrated. How are those TBs sexually gratified? 
According to Halberstam (1998)，butches in the States get sexual pleasures 
through satisfying their lovers sexually. Some of my informants reported that they 
are sexually satisfied when they could give orgasm to their lovers through 
penetration. In fact, many TBs do not stick to the "masculine" role but enjoyed being 
caressed and penetrated by their girlfriends. Undoubtedly, there are many other ways 
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to get sexual pleasures and many other forms of love-making apart from finger 
penetration. Oral sex and taking a bath together are also common sexual practices 
among lesbians in Hong Kong. 
In this study, I have more analysis of the sexual practice of finger penetration 
than other kinds of sexual practices because finger penetration involves a role of 
penetration and a role of being penetrated in which the former is usually perceived as 
a masculine role and the latter as a feminine role. Compared with other kinds of 
sexual practices, the masculine role and the feminine role are much clearer defined. 
As I aim at exploring how TBs negotiate with the lesbian community regarding the 
role-play in bed, the sexual practice of finger penetration is a good illustrate because 
it can show how TBs perceive the masculine role and the feminine role in sex 
respectively. 
Power dynamics in sex 
TBs，masculine role in sex is reflected in their daily conversation. For example, 
moaning has been constructed as a feminine act so TBs must avoid it; TBs should 
take the initiative to touch their girlfriends' breasts and genitals. Ah-kwan told me 
that she took the role of a penetrator solely and never let her girlfriend penetrate her. 
Although Ah-kwan claimed that she took a "masculine" role in bed, I argue that 
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power was exchanged between her and her lover during the act of penetration. 
Ah-kwan described the sex scene with her first TBG girlfriend: 
My first girlfriend was passive in bed and I took the active role. She caressed 
my breasts and genitals to explore my erotic zones, but I didn't take off my 
clothes. If I didn't struggle, she would continue. Once I struggled, she would 
stop. She was really passive thus I could master the whole process. 
Although Ah-kwan said that she controlled the process of lovemaking, in fact 
she did not. Ah-kwan recounted her first sex: 
I had my first sex with my first girlfriend. I did not know how to do it the first 
time. My first girlfriend then led me and told me where her erotic zones were. 
It's her who taught me how to put my finger insider her vagina. We would 
discuss and evaluate the sexual skills. She said that she never had any sexual 
experiences before. I was curious why she knew about the sexual skills and 
the location of the erotic zones. She said that she leamt all these stuffs from 
Sisters. Moreover, she would tell me when she needed sex, and we would 
then make love. 
It was Ah-kwan's girlfriend who controlled where Ah-kwan's finger should be 
put, not Ah-kwan. Ah-kwan caressed and penetrated her lover according to her 
girlfriend's hints. Halberstam (1998) argues that the sexual pleasure of batches are 
"femme dependent" because a butch cannot get sexual pleasure simply from finger 
penetration unless her femme partner is satisfied. Similarly, Ah-kwan got sexual 
pleasure through pleasing her girlfriend sexually; as a result, she followed her 
girlfriend's hints to touch her girlfriend's erotic zones in order to please her girlfriend 
as well as herself. Although Ah-kwan stated that she mastered the whole sex scene 
and took a masculine role in sex, in fact her girlfriend controlled her fingers as well 
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as her sexual pleasure. 
Ah-kwan's second girlfriend was far more active than her first one. She 
described her sexual relationship with her second girlfriend: 
After we had been together for one month, she began to kiss me and guide 
my hand to touch her breasts. Her behavior implied that she needed sex so I 
penetrated her using my fingers. In fact, she was a sexually active person and 
she always wanted sex. We made love almost every time we met. I had 
rejected her several times before and she lost her temper immediately. 
Both Ah-kwan's first and second girlfriends told Ah-kwan about their sexual 
needs directly when they wanted sex. Ah-kwan's second girlfriend was more obvious 
and she was angry when Ah-kwan rejected her. Cvetkovich argues that when a butch 
slips her finger inside a femme, the femme does not remain passive but "takes" the 
hand of the butch inside her, and responds to the hand of the butch (1995: 140). 
Ah-kwan's girlfriends were just like the femme described by Cvetkovich in so far as 
they did not wait for Ah-kwan's hand to slip into their bodies passively but "took" 
Ah-kwan's hand into their bodies. 
The sexual relationships between Ah-kwan and her girlfriends were not 
controlled by Ah-kwan although she said so. Ah-kwan's girlfriends never waited 
passively in bed but voiced out their sexual needs and guided Ah-kwan's hand to 
touch their erotic zones. In fact, both parties, Ah-kwan and her girlfriend, exerted 
power on the lovemaking process. Ah-kwan, being a TB and a penetrator, took the 
initiative to caress and penetrate her girlfriends. On the contrary, Ah-kwan's 
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girlfriends, being a TBG, controlled the sex scene through expressing their sexual 
needs and guiding Ah-kwan's hand where the erotic zones were. Both parties exerted 
power but their expression of power was different. TBs manifest their power 
explicitly by taking an active role in bed while TBGs do it in an implicit way by 
giving hints. The physical act of penetration cannot determine the power relationship 
between a TB and a TBG. It is because TBG's implicit power and TB，s explicit 
power both function and interact within a sexual relationship. The underlying power 
relationship within the TB/TBG role-play is fluid. 
Negotiation between TBs and the lesbian community 
Interchanging sex roles 
The lesbian community expects TBs to play a masculine role in sex. However, 
TBs, being human agents, do not conform but negotiate with the lesbian community 
by interchanging sex roles with their TBG lovers in bed. 
Siu-po (age 21) and Ah-ting (age 36) exhibited an even more fluid sexual 
relationship as both of them enjoyed interchanging sex roles with their lovers in bed. 
Siu-po said that she recognized that sex roles could be interchanged after having 
her first sex. She recounted her first sex: 
In Form Four's summer holiday, seven classmates and I went to Cheung 
Chau for a three-day camp. The flat only had two bedrooms and two beds. On 
the last night, one of the female classmates and I were arranged to sleep in 
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one room. We were not lovers but that girl kissed me. I was shocked but I did 
not reject her. She took the initiative to caress me first, and then we 
interchanged roles. In that love-making, I found that I enjoyed being caressed. 
That sexual experience made me think that sex roles could be interchanged if 
both parties felt comfortable with it. 
Siu-po enjoyed interchanging roles in bed because she found that both 
masculine role and feminine role enabled her to explore her sexuality. Siu-po said 
that she used to think that a TB must take a masculine role in bed and did not enjoy 
being caressed. However, her first sexual experience allowed her to explore her 
sexuality and she found that she also enjoyed being caressed. 
Ah-ting held similar views to Siu-po insofar as she enjoyed interchanging roles 
in bed. She said: 
I like interchanging roles in bed because I think it's more fun than sticking to 
one role. Counting my current girlfriend, I had two girlfriends only. My first 
lover was very feminine and dependent, and I took a masculine role solely in 
that relationship. That relationship lasted only a short period of time and we 
did not have sex. The relationship with my current girlfriend is more fluid 
than my first love. Still, I'm a TB and she's a TBG; however, she encourages 
me to show both masculine and feminine sides. For example, I behave like a 
little girl in front of her sometimes. In sex, we interchanged roles and I play 
the "top" sometimes and then the "bottom". Both of us have sexual needs, so 
I can't just stick to the masculine role. 
Like Siu-po and Ah-ting, some TBs do not stick to a masculine role in sex only. 
It is because both masculine and feminine roles can allow them to explore their 
sexuality and give them different kinds of sexual satisfaction. 
Although Siu-po and Ah-ting do not stick to the "masculine" role in bed, they 
support the TB identity as well as the TB/TBG role-play in their social life. Both of 
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them did not abandon the TB identity but maintained a coherent masculine image to 
embody the TB identity in the public context. As the sexual practices taken place in a 
private context, their interchanging roles with their lovers in bed did not affect their 
TB identity in the public context. 
Role conflict 
Ah-chi (age 26) was a TB who enjoyed being penetrated by her girlfriend. 
Though she negotiated with the lesbian community by resisting the conventional 
masculine role imposed on her, she supported the conventional masculine role very 
much by hiding those "feminine" sexual practices and highlighting her masculinity in 
bed. 
Ah-chi had ten years sexual experiences and she said that both she and her 
girlfriend would take off their clothes when making love. She took the role of a 
penetrator and had never been penetrated in the first eight years. In the ninth year, 
she met Wan-hung, who was the first girlfriend to penetrate her. Before meeting 
Wan-hung, Ah-chi said that she was very masculine. After falling in love with 
Wan-hung, changes had been made. Ah-chi described how Wan-hung changed her: 
I used to consider that being penetrated is feminine. After falling in love with 
Wan-hung, I was firstly penetrated by her. I recognized that I changed to be 
less masculine. Wan-hung liked me to be more feminine, both in my sexual 
life, and daily life. She disliked me if I presented myself too TB. 
Ah-chi always considered that being penetrated was feminine. She seemed to be 
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frank and acknowledged that her sexuality had become feminine. However, she 
suffered from the role conflict (Goffinan 1959) because her supposedly masculine 
TB identity contradicted with her sexual practice of being penetrated, which she 
considered as feminine. As a result, she tried her best to highlight her masculine role 
in sex in daily conversation in order to reconcile her TB identity and her sexual 
practices. As discussed before, Ah-chi claimed that she had leamt a lot from a book, 
which teaches a man how to use fingers to please a woman sexually; and she also 
taught a TB how to caress her girlfriend. These two incidents reflect that Ah-chi tried 
to show her active role in bed. Last summer, Ah-chi and her friend had lunch with 
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me. She told us that one of her male colleagues joked with her and said that she 
must be a macho guy always forcing girlfriends to have sex. Ah-chi told us the joke 
in a relaxed tone. It seemed that she did not mind people interpreting her as a macho 
guy. She might probably have presented herself as a macho guy at the workplace. 
Moreover, she also highlighted her masculine role in sex again when she told us the 
joke. 
Apart from highlighting her masculinity in sex in daily conversation, Ah-chi 
also hid her feminine sexual practices by denying that she had ever been penetrated. 
At one dinner gathering, six close friends chatted together. One TB said that she 
21 Ah-chi had already come out to her colleagues and they accepted her sexual orientation. 
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enjoyed being penetrated. Ah-chi was surprised and asked, "You're penetrated by 
your girlfriend?" That TB asked, "Aren't you?" Ah-chi answered, "Fm always 
taking the aggressive role." Although she had not answered the question directly, her 
answer implied that she would not be penetrated at all. However, Wan-hung, 
Ah-chi's girlfriend, told me secretly that Ah-chi had been penetrated by her and 
enjoyed it very much. 
I did not ask Wan-hung why she told me the "secret". Probably, it might be 
because Ah-chi had disclosed her "secret" before. Last summer, a group of close 
friends, including Ah-chi and Wan-hung, talked about orgasm. Ah-chi said, 
"Wan-hung is interesting. She weeps when she achieves orgasm." Ah-chi，s tone was 
especially smug because her words proved her "potency" to give Wan-hung an 
orgasm. I could see that Wan-hung was a bit embarrassed and unhappy after hearing 
it. Wan-hung was unhappy because she recognized that Ah-chi tried to overpower 
their sexual relationship and highlight her masculine role by leaking out the 
“orgasm，’ secret especially in a context where she was also present. To a certain 
extend, Wan-hung attempted to show her power that she was not dominated in that 
relationship, and also to reflect the "actual" level of Ah-chi's masculinity by 
disclosing to me Ah-chi's "secret" of enjoying the sexual practice of being penetrated. 
It shows that a TBG never lets her TB lover control the sexual relationship. 
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Role-segregation and audience-segregation 
Ah-chi solved the role conflict between her TB identity and her feminine sexual 
practice by practicing role-segregation. In the social gatherings, Ah-chi identified 
herself as a TB and played a masculine role. To prevent her sexual practice of being 
penetrated from disrupting her TB identity, she hid her feminine sexual practices and 
always highlighted her masculine role in bed. However, she played a feminine role 
and enjoyed being penetrated in bed. As mentioned before, Wan-hung liked Ah-chi 
to be more feminine, both in bed and in daily life. As a result, Ah-chi could just 
express her desire for being penetrated freely in front of Wan-hung. 
Ah-chi segregated herself into two roles, one is extremely masculine and 
impenetrable, and another one is less masculine and penetrable. She presented the 
former under the public context, and the latter under the private context. The 
role-segregation is facilitated by the audience-segregation. The audience in the public 
context would not see the sex scene; as a result, they would not know that Ah-chi 
liked to be penetrated. 
Unluckily, Ah-chi's role-segregation was imperfect because the only audience 
in bed (i.e. Wan-hung) had leaked out her "secret" of being penetrated to the 
audience in the public context (i.e. me, I am one of Ah-chi's lesbian friends). 
According to Goffinan, performers must exhibit "dramaturgical loyalty in order to 
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defend their own show. That is, they must adhere to the moral obligation of 
protecting the secrets of their team (1959:217). Although Wan-hung was not 
obligated to keep the secret for Ah-chi, her disclosure could be explained as a kind of 
"disloyalty" to Ah-chi. As Wan-hung disclosed the secret to me, being one of the 
audiences in the public context, I knew that Ah-chi was not impenetrable and her role 
was not as masculine as she described. Wan-hung's "disloyalty" made Ah-chi's 
role-segregation imperfect. 
Negotiation process: resistance and conformity 
The stories of Siu-po, Ah-ting and Ah-chi tell us that even though a TB 
negotiates with the lesbian community by resisting the conventional masculine role 
in bed, she still conforms to it in her social life through maintaining a masculine 
image in front of her lesbian friends. Ah-chi even maintained and highlighted her 
masculinity in a more obvious way through practicing the role-segregation and 
audience-segregation. In the process of negotiation, TBs can resist the norms 
imposed on them by the lesbian community, especially in a private context; however, 
they still have to conform and display a masculine appearance in order to embody the 
TB identity if they want to be a member of the lesbian community and interact with 
other members of the lesbian community. It is because a sexual identity is always 
important in the lesbian community as lesbians always categorize each other into 
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either TB or TBG. 
Fluid sexual relationship 
In the previous sections, all of the sexual experiences are based on stable 
relationship. Basically, a stable relationship means the two parties have committed to 
the relationship. In the following, I am going to study the sexual practices, which are 
not based on the stable relationship. Ah-hing (age 45) was the only informant who 
had never engaged in any stable relationship. When she was in her twenties, she got a 
severe illness and had to stop working. Her brother owned several boutiques and she 
worked as an assistant for him in recent years. She said that her appearance had not 
changed much for the last twenty years. She always had short hair above her ears and 
wore T-shirt and jeans. Her height was about 5'4". She said that she had been 
mistaken for a man when she went to the women's toilet. 
Ah-hing had loved many girls before, however she never succeeded in starting a 
relationship. She had used the sex service when she was thirty-three years old. She 
had also made love with a man once when she was thirty-nine years old. Apart from 
the commercial sex and the casual sex with a man, Ah-hing got sexual pleasures 
mainly from masturbation. Through studying Ah-hing's diverse sexual experiences, 
we can understand sexuality from different perspectives. Firstly, her experience in 
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commercial sex can reflect the situation of a woman using the sex service which is 
supposed to cater for male clients. Secondly, why was Ah-hing interested in 
heterosexual intercourse while she identified herself as a TB? Thirdly, She had never 
engaged in any stable relationship, and she got sexual satisfaction mainly through 
masturbation. How did she value the importance of sexual identity and the TB/TBG 
role-play? 
Using the sex service 
Ah-hing explained her intention in using the sex service: 
My sexual need would be very high sometimes. I told a male friend, who was 
thirty years older than me, that I liked girls. He recommended me to go to the 
nightclub to solve my need. 
I asked Ah-hing, "Were you welcome by the staff at the nightclub?" 
Ah-hing said, "Many people think that the sex workers do not work for women. 
In fact, they do not care about your gender so long as you have enough money." 
Ah-hing said that she fantasized herself as a man in the commercial sex. 
However, her experience revealed that the sex workers did not treat her as a man. A 
biological man was present when she negotiated with the sex worker. Ah-hing said: 
In the nightclub, the sex workers welcomed me because a man accompanied 
me. Apart from the nightclub, I had also tried the on-call sex service. I asked 
the sex worker to go to a hotel I specified. She hesitated because I was a 
woman. Eventually, she asked a man to accompany her to the hotel room. 
The nightclub and the on-call sex service targeted on men only. A woman 
attempting to use the sex service may frighten the sex workers. In the context of the 
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nightclub, Ah-hing's male friend helped to release the anxiety of the sex workers. In 
the context of on-call sex service, the sex worker suspected Ah-hing's intention so 
she asked a so-called stronger and superior person, a biological man, to accompany 
her as well as to empower her. From the sex workers' point of view, the presence of a 
biological man can release their anxiety and also confirm Ah-hing's intention. 
Although Ah-hing was a customer in both contexts, she could not negotiate with the 
sex workers independently. 
Apart from relying on the presence of a male to facilitate the sex service 
transaction, Ah-hing commented that the commercial sex was no fun to her. Ah-hing 
recalled the sex scene: 
I found it no fun to make love with the prostitutes because they did not know 
what to do with me. I also did not know how to do it. The result was a waste 
of money! 
"Had you planned any sexual practices before going to the commercial sex?" I 
asked. 
Ah-hing replied, ‘No. "Thinking", and "doing" can be totally different. We just 
kissed and caressed. She did not even take off her underpants.' 
"So, why didn't you request her to take it off?" I further asked. 
Ah-hing said: 
I liked hearing the sound of moaning, as it makes me feel excited. I told my 
preference to the prostitute. However, she began to moan before I touched her. 
Wasn't it strange? 
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"Why didn't you try oral sex?" I asked. 
Ah-hing explained, "She was a prostitute and I worried about her health. Oral 
sex was too risky." 
"Had you tried another prostitute?" I asked. 
Ah-hing said: 
Yes, I had tried the on-call prostitute. However, she also did not know how to 
do it with me. After that on-call prostitute, I had never used the sex service 
anymore. I did not want to waste money. 
"Had you tried other women afterwards?" I asked. 
"No, buying sex was too expensive. In fact, I tried this just because I wanted to 
know whether I loved men or women." Ah-hing explained. 
Ah-hing complained that the prostitutes did not know how to make love to her. 
From Ah-hing's description, I found that the sex workers did not put much effort to 
please Ah-hing. Firstly, the sex workers seemed to be reserved, as they did not take 
off their underpants. Secondly, the sex worker moaned before Ah-hing touched her. 
The wrong timing made Ah-hing feel very strange and uncomfortable. The bad 
performances by the sex workers seemed to be because they despised Ah-hing rather 
than because they were ignorant on the same-sex relationship. 
In bed, the sex-service providers did not try their best to please Ah-hing; Out of 
the bed, the sex-service providers did not show their respect for Ah-hing and she was 
treated as a marginal customer. Ah-hing recalled her first experience going to the 
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nightclub: 
My male friend accompanied me to the nightclub. Once I was seated, I told 
the prostitutes that I am a woman. They did not believe me and touched 
whether I had a penis or not. 
"When they touched you, how did you feel?" I asked. 
Ah-hing replied: 
I did not care at all. After chatting with the prostitute at the nightclub for 
about half an hour, I asked the prostitute to go out to provide sex service. 
After making love, the prostitute asked me why I did not have a sex change. 
The sex workers were curious about Ah-hing's sex, and so they checked 
whether Ah-hing got a penis and asked why she did not change her sex. Although the 
sex workers might not aim at teasing Ah-hing, their questions revealed that they did 
not treat Ah-hing as their customer. Imagine the customer is a three-hundred pounds 
fat man whose breasts are like the female breasts; the sex-service provider will never 
ask some offensive question such as why your breasts are so large or why you do not 
lose weight, rather, they will say some sweet words to please him. The contrast 
between the good maimer to the male customers and the bad maimer to Ah-hing 
shows that the status of the male customers is much superior than the status of 
Ah-hing. The sex workers just treated her as a marginal customer. 
Ah-hing, as a woman, explored her sexuality through buying commercial sex, 
which targeted on men only. Although Ah-hing claimed that she played a man's role 
in the commercial sex, her masculinity had never been recognized — the service she 
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received was far worse than what a man would usually receive and the sex-service 
providers treated her as a marginal customer. 
Casual sex with a man 
Ah-hing identified herself as a TB, however she never denied her passion for 
men. In fact, she was sexually attracted to both men and women. Ah-hing said: 
Up till now, I don't know whether I love men or women. I love women, but I 
love men as well. Usually, I prefer women. 
Ah-hing had struggled with her same-sex desire when she recognized her 
passion for women: 
In the past, I used to consider homosexuality as abnormal, and I would 
suppress my sexual desires for women. Although I knew my passion for 
women and my appearance was like a man, I still want to get married. Before 
I reached forty, I had even gone to the matchmaking center to seek for a 
husband. 
Although she found homosexuality abnormal, she could not stop her same-sex 
desire. She had dated many girls, like sending girls flowers, asking girls for dinner, 
etc. She did not have the chance to confirm her sexual orientation through engaging 
in a stable relationship so she attempted to confirm her passion for women through 
using the same-sex service. Similarly, she explained that she had the casual sex with 
a man because she wanted to confirm her passion for men. She said: 
I had sex with a man when I was thirty-nine years old. He was my old friend, 
and we had known each other since we were children. I wanted to try 
heterosexual intercourse. He was very suitable because he had already 
divorced. I told him my request directly, and he accepted immediately. 
I asked, "Why did you have it once only?" 
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Ah-hing said: 
There's no need for me to try the second time. I've already done it, and I 
know that I can make love with a man. That's enough. In fact, I don't want to 
have the second time with him because he was very useless. When I was just 
turned on, he had already ejaculated. Moreover, he was ignorant. He did not 
want to use condom. 
I asked, "Which sex do you prefer to have sex with?" 
Ah-hing said, “Sex doesn't matter. Both are acceptable to me." 
Compared with her confused experience in commercial sex, Ah-hing was very 
clear about what she did and what was going on during the heterosexual intercourse. 
When she made love with a woman, she fantasized herself playing a male role. 
However, she did not know what should be done because of the absence of a penis. 
As she did not have it, she did not request the sex worker to take off her underpants; 
but since the sex worker had not taken off the underpants, Ah-hing considered paying 
for the sex service as a waste of money. On the contrary, when she made love with a 
man, she played a female role. When a penis and a vagina were present, the act of 
penetration was taken for granted. Ah-hing did not feel confused during the 
heterosexual intercourse, and she even blamed the man for being ignorant of safe 
sex. 
Ah-hing said that she played the women's role when she had sex with a man. I 
asked, “You can accept both men and women. Why do you identify yourself as a 
TB?，， 
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Ah-hing answered me immediately: 
TB cannot sleep with men, why? It's just a name only. Moreover, "TB" is 
"tomboy" which can stand for the masculine girls. It is not restricted to 
lesbian only. 
Ah-hing did not find any problem when she had heterosexual intercourse, 
although she claimed herself a TB. Ah-hing could reconcile the heterosexual 
intercourse with the TB identity easily because her definition of "TB" varied in 
different contexts. In the heterosexual context, Ah-hing interpreted "TB" as a 
masculine girl generally. In the gay and lesbian context, Ah-hing referred "TB" to the 
masculine lesbian who played a masculine role. As her definition of TB varied in 
different contexts, her TB identity never barred her from engaging in heterosexual 
intercourse. 
Masturbation 
Ah-hing's sexual experiences were not based on any stable relationship; as a 
result, she could handle her sexual identity independently and separately in each 
sexual relationship. When she had sex with the sex-service provider, she fantasized 
herself as a man. She could fantasize herself as a woman when she had sex with her 
male friend. Ah-hing had further revealed how she perceived and valued the sexual 
identity when she talked about her experience in masturbation. 
I asked, "Have you masturbated recently?" 
Ah-hing said, “Sometimes, not very frequent. I had it more frequent in the past." 
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I asked, "Do you think of yourself as a man or a woman when you're 
masturbating?" 
Ah-hing said, "Both. My hand plays a man's role, and my body plays a 
woman's role." 
In masturbation, Ah-hing considered her hand as a man's role because her hand 
acted like a penetrator, which is considered as masculine conventionally; she 
considered her body as a woman's role because her vagina was penetrated. 
When I asked Ah-hing why she did not think about getting married anymore in 
the last ten years, she expanded her explanation to how she perceived her sexual 
identity, and her act of masturbation: 
I believe in fate. Even though I have tried hard, it does not mean that I can get 
it. My attitude is that, if I meet a man I like, I will like him. If I meet a 
woman I like, I will also like her. It's not worth talking about the sexual 
identity unless I have met someone I love. What's for choosing an identity? 
Even though I have chosen one identity, it means nothing! I can't find my 
lover, and it's only me to masturbate. When I masturbate, I can imagine my 
sexual partner as anyone I like. 
Ah-hing's diverse and unstable sexual relationships show the fluidity of gender 
and role-play. Ah-hing could treat each sexual experience independently: she 
fantasized herself as a man when she had commercial sex with a woman; she 
fantasized herself as a woman when she had casual sex with a man; she fantasized 
her hand as a man and her body as a woman when she masturbated. As her sexual 
practices were not based on stable relationship, she did not need to concern her 
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partners' expectation or take any responsibility for this kind of sexual relationship. 
A sexual identity is meaningful only when a person could find a target to 
establish a relationship. Ah-hing thought that a sexual identity was something 
irrelevant and meaningless to her because she was pessimistic in finding a lover. 
Ah-hing had identified herself as a TB when she was young and had dated many girls. 
She had also identified herself as a heterosexual woman and went to the 
matchmaking center to seek for a husband. Although she had taken a sexual identity 
and put much effort in finding a lover, she did not succeed eventually. From her tone 
of speech, she was frustrated and pessimistic about finding a lover in the future. A 
sexual identity may be a luxury or an irrelevant matter to someone who was 
pessimistic about engaging in a stable relationship. 
Summary 
This chapter mainly investigates how TBs negotiate with the lesbian community 
by resisting the conventional masculine role in bed. In a private context, TBs can 
adjust the role-play in bed according to their ideals; however, they still have to 
conform to the role-play in the public context through maintaining a masculine 
image in front of their lesbian friends. It is because lesbians like categorizing each 
other into either TB or TBG and carrying a sexual identity is very important in the 
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lesbian community. If a TB still wants to be a member of the lesbian community and 
communicate with other members of it, she have to maintain her TB identity as well 
as support the TB/TBG role-play in the public context despite of her interchanging 
sex roles and fluid power relationship with her lover in bed. 
The first half of this chapter focuses on the negotiation between the lesbian 
community and the TBs who have engaged in stable relationships. The second half 
of this chapter offers an alternative perspective to understand that this kind of 
negotiation only takes play provided that those TBs engage in stable relationship. If a 
TB never engages in any stable relationships and is pessimistic to find a lover，the 
so-called TB identity is irrelevant to her because a sexual identity is meaningful only 
when an individual could find a target to establish a relationship. While the TB 
identity is irrelevant, she does not need to negotiate with anyone at all but can just 
practice fluid sexual relationship with anybody she likes. 
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Chapter Five - Conclusion 
This concluding chapter is divided into four parts. In the first part, I would like 
to share my personal feeling about this study. In the second part, I summarize the two 
major negotiation processes: 1) negotiation between TBs and the society, and 2) 
negotiation between TBs and the lesbian community. In the third part, I discuss the 
limitations of this study. Finally in the fourth part, I discuss further implications of 
this study. 
Personal reflections 
In the past two years, I have been thinking about my masculinities and have 
asked myself many questions seriously when I tried to analyze my informants' 
masculinities. Before I started to conduct this study, I could not explain in a 
systematic way to others why I insisted to have short haircut and avoided wearing 
feminine clothes. Now, at the end of the study, I found that I am also taking part in 
the process of negotiating gender, and my masculinity is not simply my personal 
choice but a product of the negotiation process. 
At work, my relationship with my colleagues was good though I had worked for 
this company for one year only. On my birthday, my colleagues gave me a surprise 
birthday present — a woman's blouse! I am sure that they never intended to use the 
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blouse to tease me. They just hoped that I would become a "normal" woman by 
wearing "normal" women's clothes. Interestingly my colleagues were happier than I 
was when they gave me the birthday present though it was my birthday not theirs. 
They were so excited about it that they asked me to put it on immediately. I refused, 
but they insisted. After a fifteen-minute struggle, I gave up, went to the women's 
toilet, and tried it on. I was happy to know that the blouse was too small for me and I 
immediately put my favourite T-shirt back on. Still, they did not let me go. After 
work that day, they took me to the boutique where they bought the blouse, and 
exchanged the blouse for a larger size. When the salesperson brought out the new 
blouse, my colleagues got excited and again asked me to try it on. This time they 
even insisted to have a look. Their curiosity really made me sick. 
I believed that I should not give up my masculine appearance. If I dress in a 
feminine way at work, my colleagues will believe that their birthday present has 
saved me. Once I conform, it would imply that they were right to impose their gender 
expectations on me. As a result, I persisted in presenting a masculine image at work. 
Being an individual, I cannot do anything by myself to change the norms in the 
larger society. The only thing I can do is to use my own body to exhibit an alternative 
gender, and I believe that this would change the perception of the general public one 
day. 
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My first love took place when I was 19. Apparently, I looked like her boyfriend 
because I was taller and my hair was shorter. But in fact I wasn't. My first girlfriend 
was a music teacher. Her salary enabled her to pay the bills for our dinner and her 
good English enabled her to bring me to classy Western restaurants. My second 
girlfriend had had many years of sexual experience and she taught me many sexual 
skills. She was also the first woman who explored my sexuality and let me feel the 
fun of love-making. My third girlfriend looked like a typical TBG with long hair and 
soft voice; however she never let me carry her handbag for her. She was the first 
woman who sent me flowers on my birthday. Paying the bill, having good sexual 
skills, and sending flowers are usually considered to be characteristics of a TB. 
However, my experience tells me that it is impossible to follow the TB/TBG 
role-play strictly; rather I have to adjust to it. 
This study inspires- me that it is necessary to understand the relationship 
between the larger society, the lesbian community, and myself. I hope that it will 
offer an insider's view as well as a socio-cultural perspective for every reader to 
understand TBs’ masculinities, and the negotiation between society and the 
individual. 
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An overview 
This study mainly argues that TBs，masculine identity and body are products of 
negotiation between social structure (i.e. society and the lesbian community) and 
human agency (i.e. TBs). I mainly employ Giddens，theory of structuration (1984) 
and Butler's theory of gender perforaiativity (1999) to study the negotiation process. 
I have examined two phenomena: 1) TBs，persistent display of masculinities, and 2) 
the power dynamics between a TB and a TBG in bed, to help understand how the 
negotiation processes take place. 
Regarding the first phenomenon, I argue that TBs negotiate with society by 
insisting on a masculine appearance. Giddens (1984) calls the individual actor in the 
society "human agents", and emphasizes their "knowledgeability". Human agents 
have the capacity to understand the contexts in which they move and also know what 
they do while they do it, and they can deploy power to "act otherwise" and intervene 
the social structure (1984:14). Society expects its social members to conform to 
gender norms, which means that men should be masculine and women feminine. TBs, 
being human agents, do not conform. Through persisting in displaying a masculine 
appearance, TBs attempt to normalize and naturalize their masculinities. According 
to Butler (1999)，individuals reinforce and naturalize the gender reality by repeating 
the regulatory performances. Similarly, TBs normalize and naturalize their identity, 
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their sexual orientation and their behaviors by repeating the regulatory performances. 
TBs，persistent presentation of masculinities can be interpreted as a kind of strategy 
to achieve normalization and naturalization. 
Two of my informants who were in their fifties reported that society is now 
friendlier than 30 years ago. This shows that TBs are rewarded for their persistence. 
This encourages more and more TBs to come out, and the lesbian community is 
gradually established. The lesbian community as a buffer provides support and 
sympathy to TBs; however, it controls and standardizes TBs' bodies as well. TBs 
have to follow the norms in the lesbian community and maintain their masculinities 
to a specific level, such as having a haircut above the ears and pairing off with a TBG 
only. The larger society, the lesbian community, and TBs all contribute to reinforcing 
and reproducing TBs，masculine behavior. 
Regarding the second empirical question, I argue that TBs negotiate with the 
lesbian community by practicing fluid power relationships with their TBG lovers. 
The lesbian community expects TBs to play a masculine role in bed and their 
masculine role is often interpreted as a dominant role that controls the sex scene and 
rejects to be caressed. However, TBs do not play a masculine role strictly in bed but 
develop fluid power relationships with their TBG lovers. In fact, TBs may have 
different motives for participating in the negotiation process. Firstly, some TBs enjoy 
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being caressed and penetrated by their lovers. They encourage their TBG lovers to 
penetrate them. This kind of TBs takes the initiative to resist the prevalent sexual 
norms intentionally. Secondly, the act of TB "penetrating" her TBG lover can be 
interpreted as the TBG "taking" the TB's hands inside her body. In other words, a TB 
lets her hand to be taken by her TBG lover. In this situation, the TB does not conform 
to the prevalent sexual norms because she does not play the conventional 
"masculine" role and let her hand to be taken by her TBG lover. Merely the physical 
act of penetration cannot determine the power relationship between the two parties. 
This kind of TBs does not participate in the negotiation process intentionally, but 
unintentionally. 
Though the lesbian community expects TBs to play a masculine role in bed, 
TBs do not necessarily conform, but instead practice alternative forms of power 
relationships with their TBG lovers. On a social level, it seems that the fluid power 
dynamics practiced among lesbian couples cannot influence the sexual norms of the 
lesbian community because sexual practices take place in a private context and other 
lesbians do not see the fluid power dynamics. However, on an individual level, TBs, 
being human agents, negotiate with the lesbian community through resisting the 
prevalent social norms and practicing alternative forms of power relationships with 
their TBG lovers. 
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Limitations 
I admit that there are at least three methodological limitations in my study. The 
first limitation is that I only focused on the context of the workplace to study how 
TBs negotiate with the conventional gender norms of the society. I understand that 
the context of the workplace cannot reflect the whole picture of society. As I only 
had three months to conduct fieldwork, it was much better for me to focus on a 
particular context to gain a more in-depth view of the negotiation process. 
The second limitation is that I could only collect data regarding the sexual 
practices through interviews. As sex is very personal and still a sensitive topic in 
Hong Kong, most people are reluctant to talk about their sexual experiences to a third 
party. I am grateful that my informants have tried their best to disclose their sexual 
experiences to me. But there is little leeway for me to validate and triangulate the 
data. 
The third limitation is that I may not be sensitive enough to some social 
phenomena that have taken place in the lesbian community because I am an insider. I 
may have taken many details regarding TBs masculinities for granted. But I have 
participated in the lesbian community for at least five years, and I have built 
networks and established good relationships with many TBs. The good relationship 
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with informants is a valuable asset for any qualitative research. I hope that the 
shortcoming of being an insider can be compensated by the advantage of being an 
insider. 
Further implications 
This study adopts Giddens，concept of human agency (1984) to analyze how 
TBs, being human agents, negotiate with the social forces from the society as well as 
from the lesbian community. However, I argue that TBs never intend to subvert the 
social structure. In fact, they aim to normalize and naturalize themselves within the 
social structure. Firstly, though it seems to be a deviance to cross the gender 
boundary and wear men's clothes, in fact they want to naturalize their masculinities 
and hope that other social members will agree to their appearance. Secondly, though 
TBs do not follow the expectation of playing a masculine role in sex, they still carry 
the TB identity and dress in a masculine way to embody their TB identity in the 
lesbian community. In fact, TBs support the TB identity and the TB/TBG role-play 
for the lesbian community. Although TBs seem to violate the norms in the society as 
well as in the lesbian community, they never intend to be a deviant social member. 
The TB identity has saved many masculine lesbians from an identity crisis 
because it provides an alternative to the binary gender system. However, it also 
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imposes norms and expectations on TBs and eventually becomes a social restriction. 
An identity is constituted through a set of regulatory practices repeated by a 
collective of individuals (Butler 1999). An individual is expected to perform those 
regulatory practices when she chooses to adopt that identity. Facing the restrictive 
norms and expectations, how should lesbians handle the TB identity? Should they get 
rid of this identity in order to escape from its accompanying norms and expectations? 
TBs are a minority in Hong Kong but they are socially tolerated. As a result, in 
the past 30 years, TBs have been able to strengthen the TB identity through their 
persistent display of masculinities, and to a certain extent have been successful in 
normalizing and naturalizing their masculinities. In the 1960s, the TB identity is 
maintained by self-ascription among masculine females in girls' schools. Today, TB 
has become a well-defined identity with the lesbian community playing an important 
role in transmitting the knowledge of TB/TBG role-play. From the changes made to 
the TB identity in the past thirty years, and the level of social acceptance that it as 
achieved, TBs，masculinities are no longer perceived only as a deviance. TBs thus 
can let go their identity because they do not need it to normalize and naturalize 
themselves. 
More and more gays and lesbians are coming out, and are fighting for their civil 
rights, especially their marriage rights. As a result, gay and lesbian issues are not 
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only a matter significant to the sexual minority but they also influence the life of 
many heterosexuals. On August 2003, several members of Rainbow Action^^ 
shouted slogans and entered the Catholic Cathedral of Hong Koiig during Sunday 
Mass without permission. They protested against the Catholic stand of opposition 
against gay marriage, which was published in Kung Kao Po (the official Catholic 
weekly newspaper) a week ago. Several main local newspapers had reported the 
news, and the general public could get more information about the gays and lesbians 
from the media. I am not giving a judgment on this incident, but merely trying to 
illustrate how gay and lesbian concerns do influence the everyday life of 
heterosexuals or "mainstream" members of society. In the process, heterosexual 
people are educated about different possibilities in sexual orientation, and about the 
sexual minority community. My study has described the alternative masculinities that 
can be seen on lesbians' bodies. I hope that the study will inspire many heterosexuals 
to re-think the issue of sexuality, as well as increase the acceptance of gender 
diversity in society. 
^ Rainbow of Hong Kong is one of the gay and lesbian organizations in Hong Kong. Rainbow Action, 
a sub-group of Rainbow of Hong Kong, aims at fighting rights for sexual minorities through 
protesting action as well as other kinds of political action. 
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